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EREFACE

Recent political socialization studies have deternined sharp
differences between the political orientation of Black and White
elementary school children. White children have proven to be
consistently and highly positive in their political outlook while
there appears to be growing political negativism among the Black
children.

Alt lough the studies involving White elementary school children
have been extehsive, the 3.:.:ount of research concerned with the

political orientations of Black children is scant by comparison and
has been conducted almost exclusively in northern urban centers.

The present investigation -as designed to add further dimension
to the knosledge regarding the political socialization of the Black
sub culture by focusing on the political orientations of Black
children from an urban and a rural area of the South. A second and
equally important purpose was to be served by this study, namely;
to use the findings in helping determine the need for approprinte
political education prognins.

Although many individuals helped to implement the present
investiEmtion, Dr. Martha Chang, Research Director of the Un4versi(4.
of Florida's FAIS Project, vas especially generous in her assistance
with the data processing and analysis.
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ABSTRACT

As a means of providing data relative to the need for political
education Programs, the present investigation sought to describe the
political orientations of 707 Black elementary school children from
northern Florida. This population included 283 rural and 404 urban
subjects.

Seven areas of investigation were included in the study:
(1) political efficacy, (2) political trust, (3) image of the govern-
ment, (4) image of the President, (5) image of the policeman, (6) eff-
icacy reactions to three levels of government, and (7) trust reac-
tions to three levels of government. These areas of investigation
were selected on the basis of their theoretical significance relative
to children's developing political orientations.

The research data were gathered through the administration of a
paper and pencil survey, and through follow - up interviews of 73 sub-
jects.

The research population was found to indicate the following:
(1) generally low levels of political efficacy
(2) generally low levels of political trust
(3) negativ evaluations of the government and the

President
(4) positive evaluations of the policeman
(5) perceptions of the local government as more

facilitative of political efficacy than the
Federal or Florida state governments

(6) perceptions of the Federal government as
more trustworthy than the Florida state
or local governments.



PART I - ITZRODUCTION
ProjectUbjective

It is widely held among authorities in the field of curriculum
theory that decisions to ch;;nge and/or develop curricula should
be Guided by a careful consideration of the findings from relevant
and substantial research. In practice, however, this is frequently
not the case. Much curriculum alteration and development occurs
directly as a result of changes in philosophical Positions taken
by schools' controlling agencies, through shifts in theoretical
assertions regarding the nature of knowledge and the disciplines,
and often times through educator's desires to be "in" with new
curricular trends. Seldom is such change guided by research which
has focused on the specific children to be involved in or
altered curricula.

Research of this kind may be beyond the means of rany school
systems and agencies. But without adequate research data,
decisions affecting curricula lack authority and power.

Data from research, however, cannot be the only basis for
developing curricula. It must also be determined whether a
Proposed curriculum is appropriate for the schools in which it
is to be installed. A curriculum designed to promote one
particular religion, for example, is not considered appropriate for the
public school. However, programs designed to help children develop
proficiency in math skills are widely accepted as appropriate.

The research project described in the present report was based
first on the assertion that political education is a prcper and
necessary concern of the public school and secondly that the
development of political education programs must be guided by
adequate research.

The present investigation was, therefore, designed to serve
the following two purposes.

1. To examine and describe the basic political orientations
of elementary school Black children in Northern Florida.

2. To use these findings in determining the need for
appropriate political education programs.

Background of the Study

The political education of each new generation has long been
viewed as a highly significant endeavor. Plato, Aristotle, Rousseau,
Mill and Dewey among others have all delt with the importance and
the implications of children learning and internalizing the political
norms and values of their society. There has also been (and is)

1



widespread consensus that early childhood is the most critical time
for these processes to occur. Both conventional wisdom and contem-
porary theory have stressed early childhood as a crucial period in
the formation of one's basic life orientations. The Catholic
Church has, for example, long claimed that if it is allowed to
influence the first seven years of a child's life, his basic loyal-
ties could be little changed thereafter. Contemporary social
learning theorists also stress the importance of early learning
experiences as effectors of adult attitudes and behaviors and there
is impressive evidence to support this Position.1

Although the significance of childhood learnings have been
widely accepted by social scientists, studies of the political
orientations of young children were virtually nonexistent until
the early 1960's. Since then extensive research has been conducted
in this area. For the most part, however, the various studies
have focused on children from predominantly white middle class
urban areas.2

There has been painfully little research dealing with the
political orientation of subcultural children. Of the studies
which have dealt with these children, Black youngsters have
received the most attention, yet research data concerning the
Black child's political orientation remain comparatively scant.

Not only are there few studies which have dealt specifically
with the political outlook of the Black child, but the results
of these investigations are conflicting.

In an investigation conducted by Dennis it was found that
Black children* indicated positive political dispositions as
reflected in their feelings of political trust --)litical efficacy,
their sense of voting duty, and their ge: 0.p.proval of the

government.3
Further evidence of Black children's positive dispositions

toward the political was reported by Jaros.4 As part of his study
Jaros compared Black and White children's perceptions of the
President. The Black children indicated highly favorable reactions
to the President, and they were found to be even more positive in
this regard than were White children surveyed.

In a related study, Schnepf investigated the dispositions of
Black children toward the police and the law.5 She, too, reported
that these dispositions were generally positive in nature.

Two other studies, however, one by Lyons and one by Greenberg,
discovered Black children indicating negative political outlooks.u,7

*Throughout this section the term "children" refers to youngsters
who have not yet reached the high school grades (9-12). It

should be noted, however, that in a few cases the populations
of the studies reviewed here included some high school
students.
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The Lyons investigation involved a comparison of the political
trust-cynicism and Political efficacy levels of Black and White
children. The findings showed Black children to be more politically
cynical than White children at every level of schooling. Black
children also indicated generally low feelings of efficacy -

significantly lower than the levels indicated by the White children
surveyed.

Greenberg's study also involved a comparison of Black and
White children. These youngsters rated the government, the
President, and the policeman in terms of Positive and negative
attributes. In n11 these areas the Black child's overall ratings
tended to be negative while the White children indicated generally
positive ratings.

Although the Popinattons of these studies have varied in
terms of positive and negative political orientations these
findings stand in sharp contrast to the results of studies focused
on the modal (White, middle class, urban) child. With remarkable
regularity various investigators have found the modal child to be
highly positive in his political orientations.8 So consistent
have these findings been that one group of authorities has
suggested they " . . . might be classified as the conventional
wiadom of the discipline."9

The research data are too limited to draw any conclusions
about the degree and range of difference in the political orien-
tations of Black and White children. But, if vide ranging and
significant differences do exist between these youngsters such
differences may well lead to stress in the American political
scene. In this regard Greenberg has noted the following:

... other things being equal, a polity that finds
major segments of its population in disagreement over
the very nature of the political order will be more
unstable than a polity where no such cleavage exists.
Only by sharing certain minimal but nonetheless basic
orientations can a political system maintain itself
without excessive reliance on other devices such as
coercion and intimidation.1°
Further research will be needed to gain insights relative to

this area of political concern.

A need for further research is also indicated by what might
possibly be a trend toward increasing political negativism among
Black children. This possibility is based on the fact that the
most recent studies (Greenberg and Lyons) found Black chi:Aren
indicating negative political outlooks, while earlier studies
(Jaros and Schneuf) found these children to be positive in outlook.
The Dennis study, however, which is also quite recent, "muddies"
the picture as he discovered Black children indicating generally
positive political dispositions. Determining whether there is a
movement toward political negativism among Black youth must await
further research.
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Not only are there too limited a number of studies on which
to base generalizations about the political orientations of Black
children, but the existing research is further limited in that it
has been conducted almost exclusively in northern urban centers.
For a more comprehensive picture of the Black child's political
outlook, research needs to be conducted in a variety of geographic
areas especially in the South. Because the South is the original
American "hone" of the Black culture and because large numbers of
Black people presently reside there, this region is appropriate for
the tape of research discussed here.

Finally, additional research focused on the political orien-
tations of Black children is necessary to determine the need for
political education programs. It is asserted here that if a
widespread and strong negative political orientation is found
among Black children an educational need will have been defined.*

Extensive programs of investigation are required to serve all
the research needs discussed here. However, such programs are
likely to be beyond the means of a single investigator. Because
of this, the present study has focused on a limited but significant
subcultural population, namely; southern Black elementary school
children from both rural and urban settings. As noted previously
these children represent an important sub population of the American
Black culture yet data relative to their political orientations are
virtually non existant.

With this population as the focus of the present investigation,
answers to the following two research questions were sought:

1. What is the nature of their political orientations?
2. Within this population of children what differences

appear in the political orientations of boys and girls,
those in various economic, age, and I.Q. levels and
those from rural and urban settings.

*It should be strongly emphasized, that the present investigator
does not perceive the existance of negative political attitudes
as the sign of a "sickness" that needs curing. Indeed, negative
political orientations aong Black people might well be expected
given the political and social inequities they have suffered
in this society. Nevertheless, the position taken here is that
a dominance of negative political attitudes among Black children
within a White society whose children are overwhelmingly posi-
tive in their political orientations foreshadows, as noted above,
a volitile political situation. Thus the educational need
implied here is not that of reversing negative political atti-
tudes but of making all youngsters aware of this society's
political needs and the implications of political inequities.
And, of even more significance is the need for educational
programs which promote a desire to seek goals which minimize
inequities within the political realm.
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Answers to these questions can provide research data relative
to the need for political education programs and add further
eimension to the rather limited body of knowledge concerning the
political development of the Black child.

Limits of the Study
Definitions and Discussion of Areas to Be Investigated

In the present study four general areas of investigation were
delt with. They included:

1) Political Efficacy
2) Political Trust
3) Images of salient political objects - the President, the

government, and the policeman
4) Comparative evaluations of the Federal, state, and local

governments.
The first three of the above areas served as measures of the

child's basic political orientation and the fourth vas used to
determine whether the child's orientation differed in relation to
the Federal, state, or his local government.

The child's basic political orientation refers to the overall
evaluative stance of the child toward his political system. This
orientation is essentially affective in nature and reflects feelings
toward the political realm rather than factual information regarding
political matters.

A vide variety of attittdinal measures have been used by
investigators to seek insights into children's basic political
dispositions. These range from the child's reactions to the
aesthetic qpialities of the Flag to his perceptions of the nature
of democracy. As noted above the measures of political efficacy,
political trust, and images of salient political objects were used
in determining the basic political orientations of this study's
subjects. The definitions of these areas and a discussion of their
theoretical significance and of their appropriateness as areas of
investigation with children are presented below.

Political efficacy is defined here as the individual's sense
of political potency; a feeling that the citizen's individual action
can or does have an impact on the political process, that the govern-
ment is responsive to the citizen's desires, and therefore, that the
government can be controlled.

As an area of investigation, political efficacy is significant
because of its importance to citizens in a democracy. The literature
and rhetoric of those concerned with the basic tenets of our political
society are replete with references to both the right and obligation
of the citizen to watch over and influence the government.

The citizens' feelings of political efficacy also have impli-
cations for the political system as a whole. As the members of a
society internalize or become attached to their political system's
norms, such as political efficacy, a sense of legitimacy for that

5



system is established. And, it is this sense of legitimacy on
which the system relies for support during times of stress such
as an economic crisis.11

Even though the child is remote from actual participation in
political natters, there is a body of research to indicate that
feelings of political efficacy appear to form during childhood.12
FUrthermore, there is evidence that such feelings once formed appear
to remain quite stable throughout one's adult life.l3

Political trust is defined as a basic evaluative posture
towards the government; a general feeling which reflects a trust
or mistrust orientation toward the political and political actors.14

This area of investigation is significant in that citizens who
trust their government and its officials are likely to be supportive
of the political system in which they live. The politically cynical
(non trusting) are at best doubtful sources of system supPort.15

The appropriateness of political trust as an area of investi-
gation with children has been well established by prior research.
Investigators such as Jaros, Greenberg, Lyons and Dennis among
others have found that even relatively young children appear to

form affective dispositions toward political objects which they
are willing to express in terms of a trust-cynicism continuum.16
In this regard, Jennings and Kelm' have commented that political
trust-cynicism affect appears to be rooted in childhood and that
judgments along this dimension have been elicited from, " . . . the
youngest samples for which question and answer techniques have been
developed. "I(

Imar.,:e of the President government and policeman refer to the
child's percepUons of these political objects in terms of charac-
teristics such as intelligence, poNer, benevolence and honesty.

Both the appropriateness and importance of investigating
children's reactions to the President, government and the policeman
have been irell documented. In their research, Dennis and Easton and
Hess and Tourney have found that youngsters develop feeling level
dispositions toward these political objects at relatively early
ages.18 Furthermore the child's evaluative posture toward political
objects appears to develop even before he has any vaguely reasonable
notion of their political functions.19

One consistent finding of political socialization research
is that the President appears to be the most salient political
object within the child's vision.20 Even at the second grade
level children readily indicate that they "know" and are emotionally
attached to the President. And, although children's evaluations of
the President become less personalized as they nature, he remains
a central and positive figure in their view of the political realm.
These findings have led a number of authorities to conclude that the
President appears to be the primary figure in the political sociali-
zation of children. In this regard Jaros et. al. have remarked:

The Presidency provides an introduction: notions first held
toward this role are probably subsequently generalized to other
political institutions and to the entity of government itself.21
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Greenstein and Easton and Dennis have also noted that the
feelings originally extended toward the President may well be the
avenue through which children learn attachment to the political
system as a whole.22

Political socialization research has also found that the
policeman is an important figure in the child's political view.
Children throughout the various levels of schooling see the policeman
as a significant political fisure - a member of the government
before and even after they develop an awareness of senators, the
Congress and the Supreme Court.2i The importance of this in terms of
the child's basic political outlook lies in the Easton and Dennis
assertion that because the child closely associates the policeman
and the government, the youngster's feelings about him are valid
indicators of his feelings for the political regime.24

The child's Image of the government is also important in that
research has found this image to be similar and closely related to
that of.the President and the policeman. Youngsters appear to
develop a sense of "knowing" the government at early ages. Further-
more research in this area indicates that as the child natures he
tends to maintain his early feeling level dispositions toward the
government .27

It was recognized that the five areas discussed here were not
the only onea which might be used to gain the type of information
sought in the -resent investigation. Attachment to the nation,
perceptions of the law and judgments of citizen responsibility might
also be employed as measures of one's basic political outlook.
However, the fact that this study dealt with relatively young

children necessitated placing reasonable limits on the instrument
used while maintaining instrument validity. By limiting this
investigation to five arras which theorists and researchers have

repeatedly identified as vital to the political socialization process,
it was assumed that the child would be able to cope with the number
of responses ec acted and that these responses would render a

significantly cl,..ar impression of his basic political disposition.
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PART II - RESEARCH PROCFDURES

This study was designed to examine and compare the political
orientation of Black rural and Black urban children from Northern
Florida.

Hypotheses:

To aetermine and analyze the differences in the orientations
of various groups within the research population the following
hypotheses were tested:

1. No significant differences exist between rural and urban
subjects in 01 ar.as investigated (political efficacy,
political trust-cynicism, images of the President, the
policeman and the government, and efficacy ratings of
three levels of govern ient and trust ratings of three
levels of government).

2. No significant differences exist between children in the
various grade levels in all areas investigated.

3. No significant differences exist between boys and girls
in all areas investigated.

4. No significant differences exist between children who fall
within various I.Q. levels in all areas investigated.

5. No significant differences exist between children from
various socio economic strata in all areas investigated.

Data Gathering Instruments

Two instruments were used in gathering data for this study -
a questionnaire and an interview schedule. Copies of these instru-
ments are included in Appendix A.

The Questionnaire

This instrument was comprised of seven indices each of Which
was designed to measure one of the following:

1. political efficacy
2. political trust
3. image of the goveznment
4. image of the President
5. image of the policeman
6. political efficacy reactions to three levels of government:

local, state, Federal
7. political trust reactions to three levels of government:

local, state, Federal
The first five of the above indices vere selected because of

their theoretical significance and their wide use in previous inves-
tigations of political socialization. By employing these indices a
degree of the continuity and the cumulative nature of previous research
was maintained here.
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The particular efficacy index employed in this study is one
based on an instrument developed by the Survey Research Center26 and
revised by Easton andnpennis for their investigation of political
efficacy in children. 't This index is designed to measure relative
degrees of efficacy on a "high" to "low" continuum.

In the adainistration of this index children are asked to
use a five point scale in agreeing or disagreeing with statements

; such as: "my family doesn't have any say about the government,
citizens don't have a chance to say what they think about running
the government," and "I don't think people in the government care
much about what people like Iv family think."

The political trust index used here is based on an instrument
developed by Agger, Goldstein, and Pear128 and revised by several
investigators for use with children.29 It is designed to determine
the respondent's degree of political trust by asking questions such
as: "Do you think haray any, not very many, or quite a few people
in the goverment are crooked?" and "Do you think you can trust the
government to do what is right some of the time, most of the time or
just about always?"

Indices used in this study to determine images of the President,
government, and policeaan were those used in political socialization
studies conducted by Easton and Dennis, Eess and Tourney and others.30
These indices are designed to measure the child's perception of the
various political objects (President, policeman, and government) in
terms of a negative-to-positive continuum. Respondents are asked
to rate the various political objects according to traits such as
knowledge, powcr, benevolence, and infallatility.

The indices used to determine the child's political trust and
political efficacy reactions to three levels of government are
extensions of the trust and efficacy scales discussed above. The
ten items included in the trust and efficacy scales were reworded
by this investigator to ask the respondent which of three levels c'
government (local, state, or federal) is most trust-worthy and which
is most responsive to the people it serves.

The Interview Schedule

This instrument was designed to provide further data concerning
the subjects' positive and negative orientations toward various
political figures and toward the local, state and Federal governments.
The particular items comprising the interview schedule included both
forced choice and open ended items similar to those used in previous
political socialization research.31

Selection of Subjects

The subjects for the study were 707 slack children in grades
five through eight. This sample was comprised of 282 rural children
from schools located in Alachua County, Florida, and 424 urban
children from schools located in the city of Jacksonville, Florida.
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To obtain the rural sample, four schools were randomly
selected from among those which included at leaat two sections of
fifth, sixth, seventh, or eighth grade students, and were located

in communities with poeulation of 3,000 or less.
Full integration had been achieved throughout the Alachua

County School System three years prior to this study, therefore,
the rural schools selected had Black student enrollments which
ranged from approxfrately 20 to 30 per cent.

To obtain a sample of students from each school a random
selection of homeaoom groups was made. This procedure was deemed
feasible as no ability grouping was involved in the assignment of

students to homerooms. Thus the dancer of selecting children from

only one 6bility at:rat-um was Nirtaally eliminated.
The urban schools were selected fro:.. those which had a Black

student enrollment of at least 20 per cent, co:tained at least two
sections or homerooms of the fifth, sixth, seventh, or eighth grades,
and were not newly integrated at the beginning of the school year in

which this study was conducted. The newly integrated schools were

eliminated for two reasons. First, because the actions taken to
integrate Jacksonville's schools were only the initial steps in
achieving a racial balance, tie number of Black fifth, sixth, seventh,
and eighth grade children involved therein was relatively cmall.
Secondly, it vas assayed thnt tl'e racial balanciac progIam might
well affect the newly integrated children in ways that would v.ake

then unrepresentative of the majority group.
A random selection of four Schools and subsequent random

selection of homeroom groups from each school was made to obtain
the urban subjects. Here again this method was appropriate as the

assignment of students to homerooms was not based on ccholastic

ability.
It should be noted that the urban schools selected had student

enrollments made up of only Black children. The probability of
selecting schools with student populations which approached this
type was great as many of the schools attended by Black children
included few or no White children. Thus the difference between the
percentages of Black students in the urban and rural schools must
be noted as an uncontrolled variable and a limitation in this study.

The Pilot Study
Several weeks prior to the initiation of the actual study, pilot

testing was conducted by a team of four Black people who were trained
to administer the questionnaire and interview schedule described
above. It was deemed necessary that this team be comprised of
Blacks as there is evidence of Black students playing "Negro" when
questioned by a White examiner.31

The purpose of the pilot test was to determine whether the
questionnaire could be administered (explained and read aloud in
its entirety) within a class period of approximately 45 minutes, and
to determine if the format and items of both the questionnaire and
interview schedule appeared suited to children selected for this study.
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The questionnaire as administered to sixty Black children with
approximaLely nulers from each of the fifth, sixth, seventh,
and eighth grades. Interviews ,ere conducted with twelve children -

three from each grade. After the children Lad completed the question-
naire and the interview they Wert? invited to co: :.-ent on such things
as t'le speed with vnich instructions were presented, clarity of
presef.tation, and problems of un.lerstanding. B:11,ed on the childrens'
re.-,arks, the observations of this investigator, and those of the
team administerin the instruments it was concluded t..,at only minor
revisions were needed in wordin;. and nor at, and that the questiol-
naire could be administered at a reasonable pace within a class
period. Althouc'n few of the children involved in the pilot study
showed sic.ns of having difficulty readiL the questionnaire it was
decided that this entire instra,ent would be read aloud 'when
administered to the research populatio.i.

Administratjon of the QuesLionnaire

The questionlaire was ad..1:.istered to rural children during
Noveber, 1.c.)71, and to urban children in December of the same year
and early Ja.luAry, 1972. The administration of all quentiolnaires
and interviews was conducted by the team of four people who carried
out the pilot study.

With assistance from the ad:.inistrative staff and teachers in
the various schools a testing schedule was arrari;ed so that the
questionnaire could be ad.jnistered to an entire hoLeroon croup at
a tiue. Therefore in the case of rural schools both White and
Bla6; children were involved in the sqrvey. To -..aintain relatively
"normal" homeroom situations, rural. },:meroom grcups were surveyed
in tact and, of course, no mention was made of tne fact that the
study was concer..ed only with Black childrens' political dispositions.
After ad:%inistering the questionnaire to a rural homeroal croup, the
exaliner simply noted which instruments had been completed by Black
children and which by Whites.

Prior to the administration of the questionnaire it was empha-
sized with each group of children that their responses would have
nothing to do with their grades, the results would not be recorded
anywhere in school records, and that all the data from individual
respondents would remain confidential. To maintain confidentiality
a two part information sheet was included in each questionnaire. On
the bottom half the child recorded his name, sex, homeroom and grade
in school. With the exception of the name this information plus data
from school files regardinG the respondent's I.Q. and socioeconomic
level were coded on the upper half of the sheet. After the coding was
completed, the loner half of the sheet was removed and returned to the
child's school. In this way neither the school personnel nor the
investigator had any way of connecting questionnaire responses with a
given child.

Administration of the Interview Schedules
A total of 78 children were interviewed in this study. They were

randomly selected from each of the homeroom groups involved in the
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questionnaire survey. An attempt was made to obtain approximately
10 per cent of the children from each homeroom.

The interviews were conducted on a one-to-one basis by the
same examiners who ad7inistered the questionnaires. An audio tape
of each interview vas made, then transcribed for analysis purposes.

To raintai confiatiality the child's sex, grade, and location
were coded on the transcripts at his named .cms deleted. After the
transcripts were completed the audio tapes were erased.

AssiGred Variw)les and Their r-f,sure-lent

Five varieules vnicn Lave been 01 ;.ajor concern in previous
political socialfolation research were assured to be relevaat to
this study. They are: sex, (I.Q.), socio-economic
level, Era de in school, and geo:raphic location (urban or rural).

For this investiiation the above variables were r.easured or
detemined as follows:

Grz:de level. Students indicated their grade level on the
inforlaation sneets included with the questionlaire. Interviewees
were asi.ed to state their Grade and their responses were recorded
on audio tape.

Sex. Students indicated their sex on the questionnaire infor-
mation sheets. Interviewees were simply asked to state whether
they were a boy or a Girl and tneir responses were tared.

I.Q. Intelligence Quotient scores were obtained from school
records. When more than ore score had been recorded for a particular
child, the most recent was used in this study.

The scores ranged from a hich of 1h6 to a by of 62. For the
purposes of this study the scored were divided into three categories
as follows: I.Q.'s of 100 or above were placed in the "high"
category, I.Q.'s of 85 through 99 were placed in the "medium"

category, and the "low" category included I.Q.'s of 8 and below.
It should be noted that of the children selected for study

272 had no I.Q. score listed in their records. Thus the total for
whom such scores were available was 1;36.

Gcorraphic location - urban or rural. This variable was
determined prior to the section of subjects for this investiLation.

Rural subjects were defined as those who attended schools in
towns which: (1) did not exceed a population of 3,000; and (2) were
not immediately adjacent to larger cities or towns.

Urban subjects were defined as those who lived in the city of
Jacksonville - an urban center of more than one half million people.

Socio-economic level. Hollingshead's Two Factor Index of Social
Position was used to determine the socio- economic strata to which
the subjects of this study belonged.33 This index employs the factors
of occupation and education as a basis of categorization. It is
assumed by Hollingshead that occupation reflects the skill and power
possessed by individuals as they perform society's maintenance func-
tions and that education reflects both knowledge and cultural tastes.
And, Hollingshead further asserts that by the integration of the two
factors (occupation and education) a score may be comnuted which
reflects the social class to which a subject belongs.
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In this system the education factor is scaled into five levels
ranging from less than seven years of fornal scnooling through
graduate professional training. Occupation is :caled into eight
levels ranging from unskilled Pursuits to work which generally
requires the use of creative talents and the managent of other
personnel

Hollingshead has presented the following eample of how the
two factors are weighted, and a score ataincd.34

The factors of Occupation and Education are combined
by weighing the individual scores obtained from the scale
positions. The weights for each factor were determined by
multiple correlation techniques. The weight for each
factor is:

Factor Factor Weight
Occupation 7
Education

To calculate the Index of Social Position for an
individual the scale value for Occupation is multiplied
by the factor 'weight for Occupation and the scale score
for Education is multiplied by the factor weight for
Bduf'ation. For example, John Smith is the manager of a
chain supermarket. He completed high school and one year
of business college. His Index of Social. Position score
is computed as follows:

Factor Scale Score Factor Weight Score.X Weiyht
Occupation 3 7 21
Education 3 4 12

Index of Social Position Scorc 33

Hollingshead has grouped the index scores into "nuclear
families" representing five levels of social class. Such grouping
assumes that there are meaningful differences between the score
groups and that a meaningful correspondence exists between an
estimated class position of individuals and their social behavior.35

Data concerning parents educational level and occupation were
obtained from school files. It should be noted, however, that in
many cases these data were missing from school records. Therefore,
the number of subjects compared on the basis of socio economic
status was reduced considerably. Out of 707 subjects selected,
information regarding parents' occupations and education was
available on only 402 subjects.

Because more data was available on parents` occupations than on
both occupation and education, consideration wan gives to deter-
mining social class on the basis of occupation alone. This approach
was rejected however because so few of the parents were listed as



having occupations in any but the lowest level category. There
was, therefore, virtually no basis for comnaring according to this
variable. Over 90 per cent of the occupations were those tradi-
tionally placed in the lowest catec,orics - laborers, domestics,
truck drivers, and various other unsl:illed jobs. There was,
however, greater I:aria-Ice in -:,areats' education levels. Thus it
was as that the Kallins-s:-Iead Index which combiLes data on

both occaPation and eC.J.cation would b. annre:Tiate for estimating
the social class of this study's sub:iects.

Although the Hollingshed index indicates five socicecono:de
levels, in thia study it was necessr.ry to collapse the upr,er three
into one category due to the fact that relatd7ely few subjects
placed in the highest levels. Table 1 shows the distribution of
subjects within the various s^cioecoaemic sZ;rata:

TABLE 1

Distribution of Subjects
In Three Socio.:,,conc*dc Strata

1:cdiva Low
Ihriber 32 33 232

STATISTICAT, PROCEMRES

Survey Data

A three way analysis of variance procedure was used to test
the significance of difference between group scores on the political
efficacy, political trust, and image of the President, poLice:::an,
and government indices. For each of these indices two separate
analyses of variance lire conducted to deteraine the effects and
interactions of the assigned variables - grade, location, sex, I.Q.,
and socioeconomic strata. The first of the two was a 2x2x4 analysis
involving the variables of location - urban or rural, se:: - boy or
girl, and grade in school - fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth. The
second was a 2x 3x3 analysis involving sex, I.Q. - high, medium, and
low categories, and socioeconomic strata - high, medium, and low.

By conducting two separate anal;: ses it was possible to test
the effects of all five variables even though I.Q. scores and
infornation regarding S.E.S. were not available for a number of
subjects. As noted above, I.Q. scores were Obtained for 435
subjects and data relative to S.E.S. were obtained for 1102 subjects.
However, because it was found that for some subjects an I.Q.
score was available while S.E.S. information was not available and
the reverse was true for other subjects, tlie final number of
children for whom both S.E.S. and I.Q. data were available totaled
303. While this is less than half the original research population
(707), it is assumed here to be an adequate sample for estimating
the effects of the I.Q. and S.E.S. variables relative to the various
areas of investigation.
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When stratified according to the 14 sub croups (I.Q. three
levels, S.B.S. - three levels, grade - four levels, sex - two
levels, and location - two levc1s) considerable disparity ',:as

found in the nurfcer of s1,1,jects contained therein. To achieve
equal cell frecuencies reconended for analysis of,-yaria nce, a
procedure called roplicated sarroling was ennloyed.)t) In this
procedz.re the subjects within each of the fourteen sub groaps
were randomly divided into four vob sa:nl r ren]ieated samPles.
Mean scores for each of :-;hene sub sa7:ples were couted and treated
as an estinate of the'correropndinr.; rerearch population value.3i

The significance of differences in efficacy and trust reactions
to the local: state, ana Fcderal govermenzs, was deterr.ined by
avo:l.ic:_tion of the chi sc7uare test.

In all of the al:alyses, the .C5 level of probability vas used
as the criterion for significance.

Interview Data
hespens.!s to open ended interview ite :-is were categorized and

the 1rcenta3e3 of responses in each category ere detemined.
Where an interview iten called for a forced choice, th percentage
of responses were detercined for the entire interview raral
and urban sul, cannles, and bo-,.s and girls. :To percentages vere
deter.:,:nud acro:;s grndes because of thc relatively c=11 nur::er
cf sal,jects invol-:ed at each level. Also, because the names of
children were not used in the interviews no I.Q. or S.E.S. infor-
nation vl_s obtained for this sample, and, therefore, no percentages
of respQnses were deter lined accordinG to these variables.
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PART III - FL:DINGS

In this section the results of the present investigation are
reported and analyzed. Th discussion presented here focuses on
each of the seven areas of investigation in the following order.
Political Efficacy, Political Trust, Image of tie Govern-icnt, ImLge
of the President, Yrage of tle Policeman, Efficacy Ratings of the
Federal, state, and local governents, and Trust ratings of the
Federal, state and local governments.

As noted in the previous section two analyses of variance were
conducted for each of the first five areas listed here (political
trust and efficacy and the various i::ages). For purpo:;es of clarity,
the analysis of variance involving the variables of location, grade,
and sex shall be referred to throughout the remainder of this
report as the Lota roup analysis, and the analysis involving the
variables of sex, I.Q., and socioeconomic strata (S.E.S.) shall be
referred to as the sub group analysis.

Political Efficacy

This aspect of political orientation centers on the individual's
perceptions of the responsiveness and tractability of government.
The five ite.T1 index of political efficacy, discussed in the previous
section was the primary mcasure employed here. The forenat of this
index can be seen in Appendix A.

The results of the total group analysis presented in Table 2,
page 17, show no significant differences between the mean scores
of children in rural or urban settings, between boys and girls, or
between children in the various grade levels. Neither was there any
significant interaction of these variables. Therefore in regard to
the political efficacy levels of this study's subjects the following
null hypotheses were accepted:

1. No significant differences at the .05 level exist between
rural and urban children.

2. No significant differences at the .05 level exist between
children in the various grade levels.

3. No significant differences at the .05 level exist between
boys and girls.

The results of the subgroup analysis are shown in Table 3, page
18. As indicated by the data presented therein, no significant
differences were found between the efficacy scores of subjects in
the various I.Q. categories, but significant differences were found
between subjects in the various socioeconomic strata.

Therefore the following hypothesis relative to political efficacy
is accepted:

No significant differences exist at the .05 level among
children in the high, medium, or low I.Q. categories.
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TADLE 2

Tctal Group Analysis of Variance Summary Table For
Mean Scores on the Political Efficacy Index

Source of Wriation SS DF 115

Location
(Urban-Rural) 0.024 1. 0.024 0.323

sex 0.043 1. 0.043 0.581

Grade 0.050 3. 0.017 0.223

Location x Sex 0.078 1. 0.078 1.042

Location x Grade 0.378 3. 0.129 1.726

Sex x Grade 0.267 3. 0.089 1.191

Location x Sex
x Grade 0.171 3. 0.057 0.762

Within Groups 3.589 48. 0.075

Total 4.609 63.

* p .05

X* p .01

1
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TABLE 3

Sub Group Analysis of Variance Sdar.?ry Table
For Mean Scores on the Politdcal Bff1,2acy

%)C":"..) DI,'

sex 0.337 1. 0.337 1.316

S.E.S. 1.842 2. 0.921 3.593*

I.Q. 0.765 2. 0.383 1.492

Sex x S.E.S. 1.069 2. 4.535 2.066

S.E.S. x I.Q. 4.273 4. 1.068 4.1.67**

sex x S.E.S. x I.Q. 3.681 4. 0.929 3.590*

Within Groups 13.843 54. 0.256

Total 26.859 71.

* p .05

** p .01
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And, the following hypothesis relative to political efficacy
is rejected:

No significant differences at the .05 level exist between
subjects in the hign, :.odium, and low socioeconomic
strata.

A graphical co-iparison of mean scores for subjects in the various
socioeconomic strata is presented in Figure 1, page 20. This graph
shows t'sat the 1o7est level of efficacy vas indicated by children in

the low socioecononic cltezory, there is a so".ewhat hicher degree of
efficacy indicated by the mediu:, socioeconomic grouP, and the decree
of efficacy indicated by tie upper soc.iocco::0:::i.: group was decidedly

higher than the efficacy levels of those in either the :.edizsa or low
socioeconordc strata.

A significant interection of I.Q. and socioecosonic strata is
also show:. in Table 3 a. d a graph of this interaction appears in

Figure 2, page 21. In Figure 2 it can be seen ti lt children in the
high I.Q. group indicated much lower levels of efficacy. Children in
the riedium I.Q. and socioecono.ic groups indicated levels of efficacy
which are nearly equal, while those in the low I.Q. category indicated
considerably higher levels of efficacy than children in the lower
socioecononic level.

Table C also shows a significant interaction of the sex, I.Q.,
and socioeconomic variables. The graph in Figure 3, ',ac,e 22, illus
trates this interaction. As shown therein, the levels of efficacy
among girls in the bith, medium and low I.Q. groups are quite
similar to those of the girls in corresponding socioecono.sic cate-
gories. For boys, however, the efficacy level is comparatively
high in tne upper socioeconomic category, it drops sharply among
those in the :iidcile socioeconomic group, and there is further sharp
decline for those in the lowest socioeconomic level. An opposite
trend is apoarent in the relationship of boys' I.Q. levels and
efficacy as boys with higher I.Q.'s indicated low levels of
efficacy but this level rises as the I.Q. level decreases.

General Efficacy Orientation
The data presented thus far illustrate the effects of certain

variables on efficacy levels indicated by the subjects of the
present investigation but provide no basis for determining where
these subjects are in terms of the degree of efficacy they indicate.
The analyses presented below deals with this problem through a
breakdown of the percentage of subjects within low, medium and
high categories of efficacy, and by a comparison of these percen-
tages with results of two other similar studies. Although the
limitations of such comparisons are recognized it is asserted here
that this approach provides information which clarifies our picture
of the subjects' political efficacy orientations.

For the purposes of this analysis the efficacy continuum was
devided into three categories: low, medium, and high. To obtain
these categories the continuum between the highest Possible mean
score of 5.00 and the lowest possible mean scores of 1.00 was
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divided into three equal intervals as follows: 1.00 to 2.33 - low
efficacy, 2.34 to 3.66 - efficacy, and 3.67 to 5.00 - high
efficacy. The percentees of this study's total population which
fall within the various level,.; is presented in Table 4.

TABLE ii

Efficacy Lcvels - Total Polulaticn
Low

30% - ,

Prom Table 4 it can le seen that a relatively snall percen-
.age of subjects indicate high levels of efficacy, t:'.e majority
of subjects cluster in the nediu-1 effieftc:. level, and arproxiately
one-third of t: pop :Option fall into the low entegory.

This basic pattern also holcls for V.c subjects frun both the

urban and rural settings. Table 5 shows the Percin.tags of subjects
within efficacy levels according to location.

Rural
Urban

TABLE 5

Levels of Efficacy
Pezecatac:es by Locn.,,ion

Low Eigh
625 to

105

By controlling for grade level the percentage of subjects
within the various efficacy levels renniLs sirilf,r to the corres-
ponding percentages for the entire research pop-alation and the urban
and rural uoups. T,:ble 6 shows the percentages for subjects in the
various grade levels.

TABLE 6

Levels of Efficacy
Percentages According to Grade Level

Grade Low hea ._ High

5 29% 61% lo%
6 27 6o 12

7 31 59 lo

8 35 61 4

When compared with the findings of two conewhat c.Lallar studies,
the subjects of this investigation indicate generally lower levels
of efficacy.

One of these studies, conducted by Easton and Dennis38 focused
on a population of predominantly White middle class urban children.
The results showed that 365 of the 5th Graders irdicated high levels
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of efficacy, 35% we-, in the low category and the re=inins' 291
were in the :%ediun catef-ory. The percentage of children in the high
catecory increased at every grade level throtvh grade eir-,ht. In the
eighth gi-de indic^.ted nigh 3evcls of efficacy. Conversely,
the perechtac: of clildren in the low caLecory dccrc-Ised at ever;;
grade level with 0:1y of t:.(.2 ci_hth vrade subjects irdieatin7

low efficac:,. Tie nerecne (:). children in the ;.ediun category
essential3y tie thrcl:hout the grado3 - cnrrox.:n.ately

The fil,dings of the preLent st%nd in r]arp cc' ntrast to

those of the E:::.ton and Dennis invef,t,iuttion. Ar shown in Table 6
only 10';'. to 12c,', of t.,e Trcsel.t study's fifth throo:h severth

saLple indicf.ted Lich level.= of eMeacy vinl this droy.s :Lo 4*,; fur
eicnth subjeets. In a-Idition, the p.n.cehta;_e 01. children in

the ley category ten,:is to increase a-o%c tLe older chile .,%.n while

just the 01Tosite ws found in tie Laston stu:!y.

The seco:d study to be co pared here wns co:,luot(C, Ly LyonE.39
1.s Pert of this invti-,ti:ation thr effie,:ey levels of ]-.lac}:

children fro' the i..er city of Toledo were dater.:ined. renals
showed t:.at nn,-; :d, the younger children in his sa-plc (fi.4n and si.%th

graders) 32:(: idicated low _Levels of offic7.cy, were in the nediun
efficacy ranf,t.: and 25:', were in the high et:.4;ury. elder
children (seventh, eir:hth, and ninth gradcrs) tL(': prororticn

low cuteory deercused to 2:1c,, and there were inerLases in ti.e
nedire-, tnid hich cateFories to 4Ccif, a:,(1 rc,' respectively.

Widie the findin:s of the present inventiotion differ less
fro: t;:ose of the Lyons study tLan fre-1 these reported 'by Easton
and Dc-nnis, 1..4ortant contrasts are apiarent. Lyons fou. d 25 to
30 per cent of Lis indicating Lich levels of efficacy while
in the present study the percentages in the high category ranEcd
from 4 to 12 per cent. Lyons also found thet with the older children
the perce:!taje indicating low efficacy decreased and tne percentage
in the hign category increased. Just the oppoAtc was found in
the present study.

Political Trust

This area of investigation is concerned with the subjects'
basic trust or mistrast orientation, toward politics. The criterion
measure enployed was a five question index which asks respondents
to rate the covernnent and political actors in terms of character-
istics such as ho.lesty, caLnetency, and fairness. The foremat of
these questions can be seen in Appendix A.

As indicated by the data in Table 7, page 25, the results of
the total groun analysis show no significant differences a:nong the
various groups tested. Therefore, in regard to political trust
the following null Yrotheses were accepted:

1. No significant differences at the .05 level exist
between urban and rural subjects.
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TAI'slE 7

Total Group A.:ay:As of V;riri.nce Su=ary ',.tile For
tear, Scores on the Pol'cl,ical Trust I,:lex

Source of Variance SS DF

Location
(Rural-Urban) 0.003 1. 0.003 0.464

Sex 0.017 1. 0.037 0.938

Grade 0.139 3. 0.046 2.573

Location x Sex 0.072 1. 0.072 3.974

Location x Grade 0.020 3. 0.007 0.376

Sex x Grade 0.054 3. 0.013 1.008

Location x Sex x Grade 0.076 3. 0.025 1.403

Within Groups 0.865 48. 0.018
41.

Total 1.252 63.

p .05

** p .01
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TABLE 8

Sub Group Analyris of Vr:iance Suary Table For
Mean Scores m tl,e Political TrLzst Index

SS DF n3

Sex 0.030 1. 0.030 0.346

S.E.S. 0.049 2. 0.025 0.280

I.Q. 0.939 2. 0.469 5.361x-*

Sex x s.r.s. 1.275 2. 0.633 7.283x*

S.E.S. x I.Q. 0.376 2. 0.1.1,3 2.147

Sex x I.Q. 1.357 4. 0.339 3.87*

Sex x S.E.S. x I.Q. 0.344 4. 0.036 0.982

Within Groups 4.728 54. 0.038

Total 9.093 71.

* p .05

(-3 .01
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2. No siGrificant differences at the .05 level exist between
boys and girls.

3. No s-:(ificant differences at the .05 level c:,:ist between
childl:m in tha fifth, sixth, scvenLh, or eighth grades.

The resalts of the sulgr-ur. analyses I.Nes,.::.ted in Ti..ble 6, page

26, show the e::istance of a s'g..:fica,lt OiL'crence in :lean political
trust rcorcs only b et ;G: sul:e?ts :tn the .-Lou-ars I.Q. levels.

pine followng. h:rpotherit; reivtive to political trust
therefore, rejected:

is o sig:JfJcant diffcre.cer. =1st between subjects in the high,
mei.:iu:a or low I.Q. cato:pries.

Also, th:: following hypothe3is ,ollative to polj--ical trust w.:Is
accept,(d:

3To diffcro.:cco at the .05 level letween
subjects in the high, r.et]i,t1, and low socieccono strata.
The data pre,:eh,ed Gre-:dcally in I'24.70re 1, page 2e illucLrate

the difforo!.c..! in m.:!an political trust !:tore: ceco:Cing to T.Q. Ls
shown in the (x.:,)11 tne highest level of political. tiost ocean, ano.:g

those with tle hichr:st I.Q.'s, the level of trust drops sh t.
sabjeets in the I.Q. c:.oup, and drops sharply again for those
in the low I.Q. category.

returnint, to 5?0,2e 8, the data presented there 5:1-nv statis-
ticlly significant interactions,
strati, ,Ind D;le involving sex and I.Q. :Figure 5, pna rigure
6, pace -Jo show the Graphs of thece respective interaetie%s.

As Figure 5 ill=:,rates, boys in tae v.cdium c:lterory

a relatively hirh 3,:vcl of political trust when cored to boys in
bsth, tlJe high and low socioeconomic croups. '2:r contrast, girls in
the medium socioecononic level indicated dr=atically lower levels
of trust than girls in both the upper and lower categories.

In Figure 6, it can be seen that the cec.paratively high level
of trust indicated by boys in the high I.Q. group drops sharply for
boys in the r.ediuri 1.Q. Group and drol.s even more s:arply for boys
in the low I.Q. category. While the political trust levels of
Girls in the high and medium I.Q. croups are quite similar to those
for boys in the corresponding I.Q. categories, girls in the low I.Q.
croup lowed a somewhat higher level of trust than boys in the
meditul ..Q. category.

General Political Trust Orientation
To obtain a picture of the degree of trust manifested by the

present research population, the analysis which follows below gives
a breakdown of the percentages of children within three categories
of political trust - high, medium, and low and compares these percen-
tages with the results from one other similar investigation.

The three levels of political trust were determined by dividing
the continuum between the lowest ossible mean score on the trust
index (1.00) and the highest possible r.ean score (3.00) into the
following equal intervals: 1.00 to 1.66 - low trust; 1.67 to 2.33 -

medium trust; and 2.34 to 3.00 - high trust.
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The Percentages of this study's total population which fall
into the various trust categories is presented in Table 9.

MLLE 9

Levels of Political Trust
Totel Porulation

Low
-eo

High

In Table 9 the data sboa that the rajority of subjects fall
within the nediun trust ca.6cgory with the rei.ainder of subjects
nearly equally divided letwecn the high and low catc;o1'jes. This
breakdown is esf,ntially the sa:re for both rural and urban sanples.
Table 10 shows Lhe percentage of subjects within trust categories
according to location.

TABLE 10

Levels of Political Trust
Perce.:taf7;e by Location

Low Nedium high
Rural 24% 58% 18%
Urban 27 50 23

As Table 10 illustrates, the largest proportion of both rural
and urban children are found in the medium trust category while,
again, the remainder of subjects is nearly equally divided between
the high and low categories.

Percentages of subjects in the various trust levels according
to grade are presented in Table 11.

TABLE 11

Levels of Political Trust
Percentages by Grade

Grade Low Medium High
5 19,;',, 57% 23%
6 27 52 21

7 34 48 17
8 24 53 23

With the exception of the seventh grade sample the data
presented in Table 11 show a distribution of percentages which is
quite similar to that of the total population and urban and rural
sub samples.

Seventh grade children differ in that a considerably larger
percentage of them fall in the low category than in the high
category.
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The results of the present investigation appear to be generally
consistent with the findings of one other study which focused on the
political trust orientation of Black children from a northern urban
center. This study, conducted ty Lyons, found 21 of fifth and
sixth grade subjept,s indicating lnw tract, 435 - medium trust, and
3% - high truct.4(-* The :major differences between Lyons' findings
and those of the present investigation are in the high and medium
trust categories. Where Lyons reported 36% of his subjects in the
high t: ant level and were in the level only 225 of the
present study's fifth and sixth Rraders indicated high trust and 55%
indicated nedium trust.

Lyons also reported that of his conbined sample of seventh,
eighth, and ninth graders, 265 indicated low trust, 47 indicated
medium trust and 27 indicated high trust. The co:Lined seventh and
eighth grade samPle in the Present investigation show a fairly
similar distribution - 265 in the low category, 5:15:, in the medium

category and 23c,, in the high category. Table 12 present.; a comparison
of the Lyons' findings and those of the present investigation
(referred to in the table as the "Florida Study").

TABLE 12

Levels of Political Trust
Comparison of the Lyons and Florida Studies

Lyons Study
5th & 6th

Low Medium High

graders 21% 43% 36%

Florida Study
5th & 6th
graders 26 55 22

Lyons Study
7th, 8th & 9th
graders 26 47 27

Florida Study
7th, & 8th

_cradera 26 51 23

*It should be noted that Lyons referred to his results as
reflecting degrees of political cynicism rather than political
trust. However, the present study's political trust index and
the political cynicism index used by Lyons are essentially the
same. For the purpose of comparison the present writer has
simply interpreted low political cynicism as high political
trust, medium cynicisms as medium trust, and nigh cynicism as
low trust.
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The Lyons study also included a comparison of Black and White
children's levels of political trust across the fifth through eighth
grades. The results of this comparison showed that the Elack
childre.1 were :luch less trusting of the cover:1_1,one than White
children. Lyons also found that for both the racial groups those
in high school were disti.Ictly less trusting of the governr.ent than
the younger :le.-hers of their respective sub groups. Eol:cver, the
level of trust for the fifth and sixth grade sa-ple of Blai: children
was as low as that for White children in the_ senior hi. -11 school.

Because of the si:ilarities in the trust levels found among the
subjects of the prose :t investigation and the 31ac:: chil,)rea in the
Lyons stud::, it would appear that the children surveyed in the
prese,t research are a2so conoidcrably less trusting than White
chilth'ci ;. This assu:.es, of course, that the White children .surveyed
by Lyons are representative of s,ch youngsters throughout the
country. This essuPtion anpears to lc substantiated in that other
researchers lv:Ve also found the White middle class child to be
decidedly trusting in his political outlook. Hess old Tourney, for
exa:.;:le, found a colparatively sall percentage of their respondents
(modal children) indicating less than trusting attitudes toward those
who run for Political office.41 Greenstein repotted that in his
survey of White children only "one or two" nade statements suggesting
politically cynical orientations. l'2

of the Government

This area of investigation is concerned with the child's
general positive or negative orientation toward the government.
The %easure c-:ployed here was a seven item index which asks
respondents to rate the government according to characteristics
such as power, fallability-infallabllity, protectiveness, and
knowledge. This index appears in Appendix A.

Results of the total group analysis are presented in Table 13,
page 34-. These results show that the only significant differences
in is ag,e of the government scores occurred among subjects in the
various grade levels. Thus the following null hypothesis relative
to the image of the government is rejected:

No significant differences at the .05 level exist
among subjects in the fifth, sixth, seventh, or
eighth grades.

The following null hypotheses regarding the image of the govern-
ment are accepted:

1. No significant differences at the .05 level exist
between boys and girls.

2. No significant differences at the .05 level exist
between urban and rural subjects.

Figure 7, page 35, graphically illustrates the difference in
mean image of the government scores according to grade. From this
graph it can be seen that children in fifth grade indicated the
most positive image of the government, and this image beca-::e
notably less positive among sixth and seventh grade subjects.
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TADLE 13

Total Group Analysis of Varia.lce Sum::ary Table For
.lean Scores On the LIzt:e of the Governent Index

Source of Variation SS DF 11S F

Location (Urban or Rural) 0.033 1. 0.033 0.610

Sex 0.136 1. 0.136 2.485

Grade 0.527 3. 0.176 3.201Y

Location x Sex 0.050 1. 0.050 0.5°4

Location x Grade 0.351 3. 0.117 2.131

Sex x Grade 0.232 3. 0.094 1.716

Location x Sex x Grade 0.209 3. 0.c70 1.273

Within Groups 2.632 48. 0.055

Total 4.220 63.

*p .05

* p .01
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While the eighth grade group showed a somewhat more positive image
than did the seventh grad.: subjects, c-Ichth graders had a decidedly
less positive image of the covernment than either the sixth or
fifth grade groups.

Table 14, pace 37, presents the data from the sub group analysis
relative to the iff. to of the o-,erent. These data show a significant
difference amen: sul,,ieets in the variGus I.Q. groups and chow no
significant difference:, acc:,rdin to socioeconomic strata. In rela-
tion -o the image of the govern: ent, therefore the following null
hypothesis is rejected.

No signific%ni differences at the .05 level exist
between snhjects in the high, medium, and low I.Q.
categories.

And. the following null hypothesis is accepted:
No significant differences at the .05 level exist
between subjects in the high, medium., and low socio-
economic strata.

A graph illustrating the difference between mean image of the
governmcnt scores according to 1.q. level is presented in Figure 8,
page 35. In this graph it can be seen that subjects in the high I.Q.
group indicate a co:,paratively high rating of the coveramont, a
somewhat loer ratin7 is indicated by the medium 1.Q. group, and
this rating drops sharply for those in the low I.Q. category.

A significant interaction of I.Q. and socioeconomic strata is
also indicated in ';able 14. A graph of this interaction in Figure 9,
page 39, shoos that the hchest socioeconomic group had a less positive
image of the government than either the medium or low socioeconomic
groups. The high 1.Q. croup, howover, indicated a comparatively high
regard for the government, while the mean score obtained by the medium
I.Q. group was nearly the same as that of the medium socioeconomic group,
and the mean image score for those in the low I.Q. category is drama-
tically lower than that of any of the other I.Q. or socioeconomic groups.

General Positive - Negative Orientation to the Government
The mean scores obtained by tne various sub groups on the image

of the government index indicate that the present research population
does not see the government in a particularly favorable light. These
scores are listed in Table 15, page 40. The most positive mean
score possible was a 1.00 and the le_st positive score possible was
a 5.00. All but four of the scores listed exceed a mean of 3.00 and,
therefore, are closer to the least positive end of the continuum than
to the most positive end of the continuum.

Image of the President

The concern in this area of investigation is with the subjects'
positive-negative orientations toward the President. The primary
measure employed here was an eleven item index which involves
respondents in rating such things as the importance of the Presi-
dent's role, his leadership abilities, his power, and his knowledge.
This index can be seen in Appendix A.
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TA= 14

Sub Group Anal:/u1; of Va/iance For
Mean Scores On te Inace of the Gover:.:aent Index

ot, DF Ns

sex 0.579 1. 0.579 2.160

S.E.S. 0.251 2. 0.126 0.469

I.Q. 4.345 2. 2.173 8.101**

Sex x S.E.S. 1.230 2. 0.615 2.293

Sex x I.Q. 0.891 2. 0.445 1.661

S.E.S. x I.Q. 5.449 h. 1.362 5-01(;,,-,

Sex x S.E.S. x I.Q. 0.804 h. 0.201 0.750

Within Groups 14.483 54. 0.263

Total 23.031 71.

* p .05

**p .01
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ci the 00.:errrle%t :can Yndem Scores
By Loca;,io, GraLle, Sc-x, I.Q., A%d Socioecon=ic Strata

Variable can

Rural 3.050

Urban 3.004

Grade 5 2.875

Grade 6 3.044

Grade 7 3.111

Grade 8 3.078

Boys
3.a73

Girl s 2.931

High I.Q. 2.782

Medium I.Q. 2.987

Low I.Q.
3.374

High S.E.S.

Medium S.E.S.

Low S.E.S.

3.131

3.004

3.008

Index Scale: 1.00 - Most Positive Image

5.00 - Least Positive Image
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Several interview items were also employed to gain further
data relative to the s..lbje..rts' image of the President. The
responses to these items are also discussed here.

Tie res,;lts of the total gr(),:p analysis are presented in
Table 18, par:c; 112. Tne data in this table shw significant differ-
ences i.. the in.lge of t.:e President scores of boys and girls
and of subjects in th_ various grado levels.

The folar,,:inF 11,-:votscs relative to the image of the President
are, therefore, rej,:ctcd:

1. ro significmt differnee at the .05 leve] -xists
between ooys and girls.

2. No signIfica.,t diff:rence at tie level exists
between s..:141.ects in ti.e various riede

Also, the followinG hypothesis relative to the image of the
President is accepted:

No significant difference at the .05 level exists
between rural and urban subjects.

Table 17 ohows a emparison of boys' and Girls' mean ratings
of the President.

TABLE 17

Irr.'',ge of the President

Mean Scores Accordin to Sex
.;)vs Girls

Mean Score 3.12 2.99

index Scale: 1 - Most positive image
5 - Least rositive irate

As illustrated in the above table, girls indicated a signi-
ficantly more positive rating of the President than did the boys.

Figure 10, pace 1;3, includes a graph of the mean image of the
President scores for subjects in the various grade levels. This
graph shows that compared to subjects in the other grade levels,
fifth grade children indicated the most positive image of the Presi-
dent, and that the least 1,nsitive irlage was indicated by sixth grade
subjects. Seventh graders indicated a somewhat core favorable
reaction to the President than did sixth grade students, but among
the eighth grade group the image again moved toward the negative
end of the scale.

A significant interaction of the variables grade and sex is
also shown in Table 16. This interaction is graphically illustrated
in Figure 11, pace 44. Although there is a considerably less favor-
able image of the President indicated a..ong sixth grade girls, Figure
11 shows that through the fifth, sixth, and seventh grades both boys
and girls follow a somewhat similar pattern in their reactions to the
President. It is at the eighth grade level where the major difference
occurs. Here the girls' reaction to the President was as favorable

la



TABLE 16

Total Group An:alysis of V:triance Table For
1:c..an Scores on the 1.'. 7e of the Pre:,-ident

Source of Variation SS DF NS

Location (Urb!.-Rural) 0.033 1. 0.033 0.815

Sex 0.251 1. 0.251 6.130*

Grade 0.784 3. 0.261 6.370x*

Location x Sex 0.039 1. 0.039 0.946

Location x Grade 0.323 3. 0.103 2.627

Sex and Grade 0.656 .). 0.219 5.327**

Location x Sex x Grade 0.032 3. 0.011 0.258

Within Groups 1.969 48. 0.041

Total 4.086 63.

* p .05

** p .01
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as that of fifth graders while eighth grade boys' reaction was
decidedly unfavorable.

Tre su') gro..kp analysis of L:ean ir.age of the President scores is
presented in Table 1:S. As indicated in this table, t1.ere
were no sirnificant di-r:feren:es accordinG to socioeconomic strata.
Neiter were t} ere any significant interactions of tle variables
included in this analysis.* T:c followin7, t'wo null lypotheses rela-
tive to the I; ,'e of t1.e ?resident arc, therefore, accepted:

1. No sis:Afics,,t differences at the .05 level e:.:ist
between subjects in te hiss, mediu.-.: and low
socioeeouolic strata.

2. No significant differcnces at the .05 level exist
betwee.! subjects in thc high, 1,ediusi, and low 1.Q.
categories.

To rain further data relative to the research poculations' inage
of the President several interview ite-s were eniloyed (see: Inter-
view Seledule !'.ape: nix A). Tne first of t:ese was t;c following
question: In general, what kind of job do you tl.i. I: the President
is doing? The responses to this question were placed into tne
following categories:

J. Generally positive reactions - good, fairly good, o.k., etc.
2. Generally necative reactions - not so Good, bad, he could

do better, etc.
3. Middle Reactions - co so, sone good, sore not rood, etc.
4. Do't know
Table 19 presents the percestage of responses within ti.e various

response categories. As shown in this table, the largest percentage
of subjects responded with favorable ratings of ti.e President's role
perfor,iance.

TABLE 19

In general what kind of job do you tnink the President
is doing? Per Cent of Responses Within Various Categories -

Total Interview Sa::ple
Generally Positive Middle Reactions Generally Negative Don't Know

34%

The pattern of response indicated by the total interview sample
was generally maintained among both boy and girl subjects. Table 20
shows the percentage of responses according to sex.

*Tne reader will note tat a significant difference at the .01
level is indicated between boys and girls, while in the total
group analysis the difference was at the .05 level. This dis-
parity can be attributed to the difference in the number of sub-
jects in each analysis - 707 for the total group and 303 for the
sub group. The findings obtained from the larger san.ple (total
group) are accepted here as the better estimate of sex differences
relative to the President's inage.
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TABLE

Sub Group Anal:,sis of Variance 211:1 .ary Table For
Mc:-!ri Scores on the I 'LL:e of to Prasident Index

SS DP MS

Sex 1.941 a. 1.941 3.231 x Y.

S.E.S. 1.110 2. 0.555 2.367

I.Q. 1.061 2. 0.531 2.263

Sex x S.E.S. 1.217 2. 0.608 2.595

Sex x I.Q. 0.0l24 2. 0.022 0.094

S.E.S. x I.Q. 2.007 4. 0.502 2.141

Sex x S.E.S. x 1.Q. 0.600 4. 0.150 0.640

Within Groups 12.653 54. 0.234

Total 20.636 71.

p .05

p .01
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TABLE. 20

In general, wLs,t kind of job do you think the ?resident
is doil? Per Cent -P Regl.-ies Lccerdill; to Se:i.

Ce!:,:rally 1,2 c.:...Le Generally Don't
Positive 1-eaetion Nec.ative Know

Boys 45';:, r4
A.) 2.4 33%

Girls L2 3 ).E 37

As ca 'he seen in
Table

20 voth sexes/ ;:ere essentially the sae in
their ratirgs of t1:. ?rc,:enc,'s role perfr,al.ce. And, these raLings
were to sl:dilar to t1:0:c oSfeJe.d by the entirc interview sa:Iple.

In colrinr, rura2 grou'ps to:.e zharp dif;'ererces are
ap:parcnt. Talle 21 snows t'ne percentage of respcmses in tl'e various
categories accor6Ing to lcoatio:..

TABU 21

In reneral what kind of a job do you think the President
is doing? Per Cent e2 Rural and Urban Subjects Within
Response Cateries

Generally iddie Generally Don't
Location Positive Reactio,ls Nerative Knnw
Urban 5) 33r 339
Rural 61 3 3 33

From the data in Table 21 it can be observed that a considerably
larger percentage of rural children gave the President a positive
rating than did urban children, and the percentage of rural subjects
responding in the negative was su:cptantially smaller than the percen-
tage of urban subjects responding negatively.

Another interview question used to gain information regarding
subjects' reaction to the President was the following: Can you nez-e
something the President is doing that you think is very good. (If
yes - what?)

In response to this question of the 78 subjects interviewed 35
of them (455) said they could name nothing good that the President
was doing. Of the remaining 14 subjects 11, or 14r;, of the total
s=iple, mentioned ending the Viet ram war as a good thing the
President was doing; 17, or 24 of the total, indicated that the
President was helping take care of the people in this country (he's
helping us, taking care of us, working for us); two respondents (35)
named taking care of needy people ovr.rseas, and the remainder (1610)
indicated a broad range of miscellaneous things which included
references to the President's speaking ability, fighting pollution,
and trying to keep taxes down.

The percentages of subjects who did and did not name something
"good" about the President's performance is shown in Table 16.



TALL E 22

Ca: you na:.e ti:e ?resident is do: -.g that
you think is vcr:; good? Percentage of Res1',o-.dents
Na.ling and :lot S.:,.lothi'T "Good" - Total
ILtervicw

Nanod
,,re;

Did Not 1:2::e

45c!,

perce_t:_z:e for :Joys and gLrls is the sa::e as th3t
for the total i'tevview The Percentage of respo-ses according
to se:; are prese.lted in Table 23.

'ft.= 23

Can jou Lo.::et:i:i1;; the Preside.... is doing that

you this]. is very gooe? Pe-Pentage of Loys aAl Girls
Lnj. Not 17:-_ :An;; So_oLing "Good"

Not 1:a.::.ed
rce-' 1.fri

Girls 55 45

Boys

As can be seen in Table 23 the percentage of boys whose responses
fell in the "N't:led" and "Not N.:. red categories were equal to the
,:orrespo;,ding 1,ercentages for t::e girls.

In contrast to boys and girls, u2.:)an and rural subjects differed
considerably in the perceLtage of respondents who did and did not
name sa.cthing good about the way the President perforns his duties.
As snown in Table 24 a much larger proportion of rural subjects than
urban ..ubjccts identified what they believed to be a positi.e act the
President was carrying out.

TABLE 24.

Can you name somethi-,g the President is doing that you
think is very good? Percentage of Rural a.10, Urban Subjects
Naming and :rot Naminr; Sonething the President Is Doing Well

Named Did Not Name
Rural 70% 30%
Urban 44

Interview subjects were also asked if they could name something
they believed the President was not doing well. If they answered in
the affirmative they were asked to state their criticism. In response
to this question twenty-two subjects (23%) offered a criticism and the
remaining fifty-six (72%) stated they could not do so.

The criticisms stated fell into four general areas plus a miscel-
laneous category. The most frequently mentioned area of disapproval
had to do with the President's failure to end the Viet Ham War.
Seven of the children (511 of the total sample interviewed) noted



criticisms in this area. It is interesting to recall that in
response to the prevloes item 11-1;,, of the children mentioned the
President's attee:Pts to end t wor as that which he was doing w:'11.

Three of the children (1 ) criticized the Fresf0.ent for rdsuse
or poor use of tax r_onies, aeotl.er three (t;%) viewed him as generally
dishonest,dishonest, and two (3;) Faw as disliking cr nisreatine .:,lack
people. The crIticises of th.: 1:er41iLg seven children (M were
Pieced in the a:reellL::Icy,:s cet.cgoey. This catcgor:: included coe-
rien'c,s such as; he La%cL too mlch tie.e on T.V. a lot of thin,:,s, and
he doesn't help the needy.

A cw.parison of the perce.ltages of boys aid girls vhe did and
did not state a criticirm of the President is shown in Table e:;;,

TABU', 25

Ca :, yen r.cce yoq think th Presi(ent is :;cat,

doing weir: Pelecntaces of Boy c:Id Girl Lesnonde,Its StAing
and ;:ot Stat:in

stated Cr:i.tieis'l

Boy f;

G5 rl c-.3

criticism

74

pro-1 the data in TaIlle 25 it can be seen that only slieht differ-
ences were found to e:xist between the percentages of boys and girls
in record to.^riticioLls of the President.

Table 26 shoes a co.lnaricon of the percentage of rural and urban
sUbjects offering criticisms of the President.

TABU, 26

Can you name solethire; you think the ?resident is
Not doing well? Percentage of Rural and Urban Subjects
Stating and St%tine Critici=

Stated Criticism No Criticima
Rural 8c; 92%
Urban 21. 79

When contrasting the percentages of rural and urban subjects
within the categories shown in Table 26 a considerable difference
is apparent. The percentage of urban subjects who voiced criticisms
is distinctly larger than that percentage for rural subjects.

The following interview question was also used to obtain further
data relative to the subjects' perceptions of the President: If you
wrote a letter to the President about something you believed to be
important would he care about what you had to say?

In response to this question fifty-two children (67 %) indicated
that the President would care, twenty-one (27%) said he would not care,
and five (6%) stated that they did not know whether he would care or
not.
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This general distribution of responses also held for both boys
and girls. Table 27 shows the Lercenta,es of boys a%d girl:. within
the various response categories.

TABLE 27

If ye-, vrote let7;cr

you believed to 1..c

ha6 to say? Percentac
Cories

Would Care
Boys
Girls

to tit.: TreF;5_6= aleut
1:c care about

1.ovs and Girl o

son,at:dng

.you

.liespc).3.co

1:ould ::ot Care Don1-1; hnow
o),J

7`;)

Table 23 shows the breakdown of responses for rural and urban
subjects. As can be seen in T:;le 23 a great Laajority of the both
url'an and rural ,,,lb.jects staJ,d that the President would care about
matters tey believed to be imoortant.

TABU: 28

If you wrote a letter to the .eresident about salething
you believed to le is-port:.nt would he care about what you
had to ray? Percentage of Responses According to Location
Syrban-Rural)

Would Care Would Lot Care Don't Know
Urban 61% 327, 7%
Rural 73 22 5

Some noteworthy differences between subjects' responses on the
image of the President index: and responses to interview questions are
apparent.

One eifference occurred in the urban and rural comparisons. There
was no statistically significant difference between urban and rural
subjects on the image of the President index scores. however there were
sizable percentage differences in the urban and rural childrens'
interview questions regarding the President.

To each of these three auestions, a greater percentage of the
urban children's responses than the rural children's responses were
indicative of a negative reaction to the President.

Another difference was in relation to rural subjects general
evaluative orientation toward the President. The majority of rural
subjects' responses were those reflecting a positive reaction to the
President index which suggested a negative reaction. Responses on
the index had a numerical value of one to five with one indicating
the most positive orientation toward the President. The mean image
score for rural subjects was 3.03.

The last difference in regard to the resalts of the interview
and of the image of the President index involved the reactions of
girls and boys. There was a significant difference between the mean
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is of the Preside%t scores of boys and girls, but in regard to
interview ite.ls only very sliz:Lt PLrcentage differences according
to sci. 'were dcterli-d.

The differences ,oted here rn.:ght to attributed to at least two
factors. Firnt, bec%use the sine of the in;.crview sample was snail
in co.::;'arison to the nu:.ber respo-.01L: to the image of the President
index CO to 'I C7) it is quite 1.osfi,,le that by claL.ce children
selecte:. for i...tervicv were not traly rel,rese,,tative of the total
researCI

leurthr-lo..-c, only four interview itc..s yore c,:,loyed where
clever :te"o were incluA,ed in V.e ir.'7t2 of the President a ucx.
Decaupo of this, the 1,1',ervew q.stiens taiTed a much narrower
range of reaction to the PresIdent a d this may wel] account for

differe:ees which appeared.

General Positive - cut.ve Orentntio-. t o t ,1 PresiC,ent
Lenn scores obL,..ned t:e ver:ons sf.) trops on the, is of

the President index aj:2 ear to ref-Ject a generally negative orientai.ioh
toward this politica Thcse score: are listed is Table 29,
page 52. As the moot positive image score possible was a 1.00 and
the least positive a 5.00, it can be seer. fro: Table 2 that a
majority of the eans tended toward the least positive cld of the
continui-- TLcse findLgo are Lot totally consiste-lt with results
of the interviews but becDuse the mean imaue scores :lore obtained
fro:: a rich larger sn:Iple than were re:T.:noes Lo the interview a: d
because the fuLtge lade :: called for a considerably broader rane,c of
2ati14:,s than did the interview itens, the mcall i:Inge scores are
accepted here as the best indicator of overall reaction to the
President.

Image of the Policeman

This area of investigation focuses on the subjects' general
positive-negative orientation to the policeman. The measure employed
here was an eleven itch.: index which involved respondents in rating
the policeman according to the sane criteria used to determine the
image of the President. These ratings were carried out in reference
to such things as the importance of the policeman's role, his Iow-
ledge, power, and leadership. The forenat of this index can be seen
in Appendix A.

Results of the total group analysis, shown in Table 30, page
53, indicate significant differences between rural and urban subjects,
boys and girls, arA subjects in the various grade levels. Thus the
following null hypotheses relative to the image of the policeman
are rejected:

1. No significant differences at the .05 level exist
between rural and urban subjects.

2. No significant differences at the .05 level exist
between boys and girls.
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TAIT1' 29

Ir-,;:e of Pres:let
Nean Index Scor..,c Grr.dc, Sex, I.Q.

And Socdo 7eo.1J..:c f:,crata

Variable Mc,c-n

Plural 3.080

Urban 3.034

Grade 5 2.912

Grade 6 3.216

Grade 7 3.015

Grade 8 3.084

Boys 3.119

Girls 2.994

High I.Q. 2.845

Medium I.Q. 3.0h3

Low I.Q. 3.136

High S.E.S. 2.61 1

Medium S.E.S. 3.132

Low S.E.S. 3.046

Index Scale: 1 = Most positive image
5 = Least positive image
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TAKE 30

Total Gro'ip of Var5anee Sum.-nr-z. Table For
Scorc:s t C tbC" Po1ic'e=1

DF I:s

Loc'ation (Urbt-w-Ilural) 0.223 1. 0.223 4.667*

Sex 0.774 1. 0.774 15.3:)31 *

Grade 1.107 3. 0.369 7.56
LocaLion x Sex 0.001 1. 0.001 0.025

Location x Grade 0.137 J 0.046 0.937

Sex x Grade 0.117 3. 0.039 0.802

Lc,cation x Sex x Grade 0.076 3. 0.025 0.519

Within Groups 2.343 1i8. 0.049

Total 4.733 63.

*p .05

*- p .01
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3. ro siFmificaLt differences at the .05 level exist
betc/J: tnc fifth, sixth, ceve:Ith, or

gr?dec.
The of diffore.,ce bctween urlan and roral s4bjects

can be seen in Yaole As sh-);:n thc nean score for tl.e
urban s,:colc J2 r,i:nifiertha: 1.1c::cr (uore positive) Than the r-an
score for suje(.c.

of V.:-

rez.n tn
2..11,2 Lnan

P.77
11.(,ex 1 - flost. LociJve 1

2 - LcasL Pos]:Ive I, -vc.:

The differeees a_d girls' .I.:%af-.e of the 1,7licc...an is

Tz.b)e 32. ror Girls, this is -age ir siGnifieo_tly
positive tMn it. is for boys.

TOLE 32

Irar:e of the PolIcman
Loeordinr- to Sc:

Jss Girls
n rewi Score 2.72
IndLx scale: 1 - !:,,st Positive

5 - If!ast Positive

Grade differences in the i::1,2Ge of the policeman are graphed in
Figure 12, ,r, age 55. Pro-1 this graph it ca be seen that the inage
of the Policean declines sharply from fifth to sixth grade, the
ii.,a(;e for seventh i:raders is scr.ewhat more positive than for sixth
grade subjets, and the least positive image occurs a:r.ong the eighth
Grade sanple.

Siglaficant differences were also found betv,,cn subjects in
the various I.Q. categories but no such difference was found between
subjects in the three socioeconomic strata. Table 33, page jo, shows
the results of the sub Group analysis which included the I.Q. and
socioeccmomic variables. The-le results indicate the rejection of
the following Lull hypothesis relative to tne iraGe of the policeman:

No significant differences at the .05 level e::ist
between children in the high, medium, and low I.Q.
categories.

And, the following null hypothesis relative to the policeman's
image is accepted:

No significant differences exist at the .05 level
between children in the high, uedium, and low
socioeconomic strati.
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rrl 1'

Sub Group A. of 7:1-2f-;.::e ::::=nry Table For

Scorc; on ti.c of' t:le Po'lice:. Ice:

Source of Variation I/7 r.S F

3.332 1. 3.32 21.571YA

S.E.S. 0.1f-J3 P. 0.092 0.535

I.Q. P.S'l 2. l.!ql 6.279

Sc.): x S.E.S. 1.672 2.

Sc: I.Q. 1.216 2. o.6o3 3.1-23,,

S.E.S. x I.Q. 4.439 4. 1.110 6.2h7i-:

Sex x S.E.S x I.Q. 3.009 . 0.9,-)2 5.07S--"

Within Groups 9.502 51r. 0.173

Total 27.hC3 71.

* p .05

** p .01
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A graph showing the difference in mean scores for the various
I.Q. groups is resented in 'f're page 57. As sho.n therein

the inc of the is t..e posiLi-,e for children in the

high I.Q. catc_c,ory, r. ew:at ?es:3 r,ositive for those in to

I.Q. crop, hut thie toward hc negiltive end of

the cohtinuum for children i. the iv I.Q. Group.
Four sigLific;:nt u1 so ecter-ined in the present

sub grou) analysis. r.aC3C

1.

2. Sex is I.Q.

3. s)cio,.;.co-:. x I.Q.

Se:: x Socic,cconoc Ste.t.1 I.Q.

A graph or the ::.-tnractLo: of f.c: anC: soolocc'one.aic si.r-ta

ars in Frn i ficare it can be

that ti-e. effect. 01 ioao.onLc :..trnta for boys is esse:tiall;,-

the rcvc.rse of for gLrls. le hoys in the :-iGh

strata categor;: nsenr decided2y nocativc in their of the

police, girls ere quite ne3itive in this regsrx3- In the :.e:ivm

socloceoomic category the ille.zo for E:irls while

boys in t..hic economic group r.ove slarply awa-d the positive view

of the nolicc:.an. Leng in the low socioece.,ic statu.:, ajar s to
affect the policeman's image nocatjvely for boys posii-ively for

The interaction of sex and I.Q., Presented in Firure 15, :page

59, s110;::; a Gradual decli:..e in girls' of the PolLcml,i from the

high to the to I.Q. categories. Anti, although the boys shol,ed a

aLlar decii-e free: the hich to medium T.Q. groups, boys in the
low category 'were dra:tically less positive in their view of the
jolicomah than boys in the upper two I.Q. grouts.

The third interaction, that of I.Q. and socioeconomic strata,
is graphed in. Figure 3(..), page 61. As c,hown there, the i:age of the
police-Ian declines sharply across the high to low I.Q. di:aensions.
For socioeconomic level, however, the mediun and low croups indicated
a considerably more positive inage of the Policeman than children in

the high socioeconomic strata.
The fourth significant interaction involved all three of the

variables included in the sub group analysis - sex, I.Q., and
socioeconomic strata. Figure 17, Page 62, illustrates this inter-

action in graphical form. Per:.1aos toe most outstandinr, result shown

in the graph is that for girls the image of the policeman became
generally less Positive across the high to low T.Q. and socioeconomic
categories, while there were nearly opposing effects of I.Q. and
socioeconomic strata on the boys' image of the policeman. For boys,

the image was considerably more positive among those in the medium and

to socioeconomic strata than for those in the high socioeconomic

grout. The Policeman's image indicated by boys in the various I.Q.
levels, however, became less positive across the high to low
categoric .
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I

General Positive - 1:egative Orienation to the Policeman
ate findin;;s of ti_is invesigation indicate that the present

research Population is generally posi,;ive in their view of the
policeman. All but one . score obtained by the various sub
groups on the image of the Policecla..-1 inde were closer to the nost
positive rather than least positive e..d of the con-ell:tut:1. Fron
Table 3)4, page 64, it can be cc:en that the only mean closer to the
score of 5.00 (the least, positive score Possible) was obtained by
children in the low I.Q. grow:).

Lot only is the noliceman an apyarently positi;e figure in the
political world of the ',resent rosearch population but he appears
to be an especially sig.:.ificant political object when considerin:;
the subjects' reactions to the government p_cl the President. Only
four sub groups had me= scores on the image of the President index
which reflected positive orientations and the same number of sub
groups had similar mean scores on the image of the government index.
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TABLE 34

Image of the Policeman Mean Index Scores
By Location, Grade, Sex, I.Q., and Socioeconomic Strata

Variable Mean

Rural 2.887

Urban 2.768

Grade 5 2.609

Grade 6 2.924

Grade 7 2.842

Grade 8 2.936

Boys 2.938

M4
2.718

High T,f:4. 2.702

Medium I.Q. 2.779

14.4 I.Q. 3.164

High S.E.S. 2.949

S.E.S. 2.827

Low S.E.S. 2.869

Index Scale: 1 - Most Positive Image
5 - Least Positive Image
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Efficacy Reactions to the Federal, State, and Local GoverIzents

The primary task in this area of investigation was to determine
whether subjects perceived the local, state, or Federal government
as that agency which best sustains and fosters the citizen's efforts
to be politically efficaeous.

The measure used here is an extension of the political efficacy
index employed previously in this study. This index was reworded so
that the subject was asked to indicate whether the Federal, state
(Florida), or local governmeat (Jacksonville or Alachua County): (1)
cares most about what his family thinks, (2) is most likely to give
citizens a chance to be heard, (3) would be most likely to provide
help for his family, (k) is the easiest to change, and (5) does the
most for his family. The foremat of these questions can be seen in
Appendix A.

To determine which level of government was most highly regarded
the percentage of tines each of the governments was chosen over the
other two was comyuted. To determine whether the various sub groups
differed significantly in their choice of governments, the chi square
test was applied.

Several interview items were also used to gain information
concerning the subject's efficacy reactions to the various levels
of government. The responses to these items are also discussed here.

The percentage of tines each level of government was chosen as
"best" by the entire research population is shown in Table 35.

TABLE 35

Total Group Efficacy Reactions to Three Levels of Government
Percentage of Times Each Level Was Chosen Over the Other Two

Governmental Level Federal State Local
31% 27" 400'a- /0

From these percentages it can be seen that for the entire sample
local government is most highly rated in terms of efficacy while there
are decidedly lower and only slightly different ratings between the
Federal and state governments.

This apparent high regard for the local government is also found
in both the urban and rural groups, but is considerably stronger
among urban subjects. Table 36 illustrates this difference.

TABLE 36

Efficacy Reactions to Three Levels of Government
Percentage of Choices For Urban and Rural Samples

Governmental Level
Urban
Rural

Federal

29%
34

State
26%
29

Local
46%

37
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By application of the chi scuare test it was found that the
rural-urban differences are significant at the .01 level. Thus in
regard to efficacy reactions to gover=ent at the Federal, state, and
local levels the following null hypothesis -1.s rejected:

Do significant difference at the .01 level exists
between urban and rural subjects.

A comparison of boys' and girls' efficacy reactions to the
various governments also shows that the local agency was most
frequently chosen as better than the state and Federal governments.
The percentage of choices according to sex is presented in Table 37.

TABLE 37

Efficacy Reactions to Three Levels of Government
Percentage of Choices According to Sex.

Governmental Level
Boys
Girls

Federal
29%

32%

State
23%
267

,

Local
42%
42%

As shown in Table 37 the differences in the choices of boys
and girls is slight and these differences were not found to be
significant when submitted to the chi square test. The following
null hypothesis relative to efficacy reactions to three levels of
government is, therefore, accepted:

No significant differences exist at the .05 level
between girls and boys.

Differences across grade levels were also found to be minor,
and, again, within each grade level the local government was most
highly rated. The percentage of choices according to grade level
are presented in Table 33.

TABLE 38

Efficacy Reactions to Three Levels of Government
Percentage of Choices According to Grade Level

Federal State Local
8th grade 31% 25% 440
7th grade 31 27 42

6th grade 33 29 38
5th grade 30 26 44

When tested by chi square no significant difference across grade
.eels was determined. Thus in regard to efficacy reactions to the
zee levels of government the following hypothesis is accepted:

No significant differences at the .05 level exist
between subjects in the fifth through eighth grade
levels.

For subjects within the various I.Q. categories there proved
to be a considerable difference in efficacy reactions to the three
governments. The percentage of choices by the high, medium, and
low I.Q. groups appears in Table 39.
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TABLE 39

Efficacy Reaction to Three Levels of Government

Percentage of Choice According to I.Q. Level
I.Q. Level Federal State Local
High 25;) 26, 455,

Medium 32 26 43
Low 37 27 37

The data in Table 39 show that the percentage of times children
chose the local government increased considerably from the low to
high I.Q. groups, just the reverse vas true in regard to the Federal
Government, and the percentage of times the state government was
chosen was virtually equal among those in the three I.Q. levels.
Also, with the exception of children in the low I.Q. category;
local government again was most highly regarded in terns of efficacy
rating. When tested by chi square the differences indicated by the
subjects in the various I.Q. groups proved to be significant at the
.05 level. Thus the following hypothesis concerning efficacy
reactions to the three levels of government is rejected:

No significant difference at the .05 level exists
between subjee's in the high, medium, or low I.Q.
categories.

Efficacy reactions by the subjects in the three socioeconomic
strata also favored the local level of government, but some sharp
differences were apparent. The percentage of times each level of
government was chosen by the various socioeconomic groups is presented
in Table 40.

TABLE 40

Efficacy Reactions to Three
Percentage of Choices According

Levels of Government
to Socioeconomic Strata

S.E.S. Levels Federal State Local
High 17% 29% 54cf

Medium 26 26 48
Low 33 27 4o

From a review of the data in Table 40 it can be seen that the
children in the high socioeconomic category see local government in
a much more favorable light than either the Federal or state agencies.
It is also interesting to note that the proportion of times subjects
from the high socioeconomic group chose the Federal government over
the other two was extremely low. Of all the sub groups - grade level,
I.Q., rural, urban, boys, girls, and socioeconomic strata- only those
in the high socioeconomic category chose the Federal government a
smaller percentage of times than the state goverment.

The differences between the various socioeconomic sub groups,
when tested by chi square proved to be significant at the .01 level.
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This finding indicates the rejection of the following hypothesis
concerning efficacy reactions to the various governments:

Lo significant differences exist at the .05 level
between subjects within the high, medium, and low
socioeconomic strata.

Three interview items also Provided some information regarding
efficacy reactions to the various levels of government. In this
case the reactions were to govenl:aent officials at the Federal, state
and local levels, namely: the President, the governor, and the
county commissioners or mayor. The questions employed were stated as
follows:

*1. If you wrote to the President about something you believed to
be important would he care about what you had to say?

2. If you wrote to the Governor of Florida about something you
believed to be important would he care about what you had
to say?

--3. If you wrote to the Vayor of Jacksonville/your Alachua

County Commissioner about something you believed to be
important would he care about what you had to say?

In regard to these items it was assumed that a "yes" answer
indicates a belief in the responsiveness of the governmental official
in question. The percentage of "yes," "no," and "don't know" responses
for the entire interview sample are presented in Table 41.

TABLE 41

If You Wrote To The President/Governor/County Commissioner or
Mayor About Something You Believed to Be Important Would He
Care About What You Had to Say? Perzentage of Responses for
Entire Interview Sample

Would Care Would Not Care Don't Know
President 67% 27% 65
Governor 58 13 23
Local Official 54 10 36

(Commissioner
or Mayor)

Perhaps the most interesting -lpect of the data in Table 41 is the
large percentage of those who were undecided as to whether the state
and local officials would or would not care. While only a small
percentage of respondents did not know whether the President would
care about their concerns, the percentage who did not know whether the
governor cared increased sharply and became even greater in ref ''rence
to the local official.

*The reader will note that this interview item was also considered
in the discussion of the image of the President.

**Rural children were asked about their (Alachua) county commis-
sioner, and urban children were asked about the Jacksonville
mayor.
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When controlling for location - urban and rural - the pattern of
responses established by the entire interview sample is generally
maintained. A comParison of these Percentages according to location
are presented in Table 42.

TABLE' 42

If You Wrote a Letter to the President/Governor/County
Co=nissioner or Mayor About Something You Believed to Be
Important Would He Care About nat You Ead to Say?
Percentage of Responses Accordil:r: to Location

President Urban
Rural

Would Care
61%

73

7,:ou1d Not Care

32%
22

Don't Know

7`:,,

5
Governor Urban 62 16 22

Rural 54 12 34
Local Official

Urban 54 8 38
Rural 54 12 34

(Mayor or County
Commissioner)

A comparison of the percentage of responses according to sex is
presented in Table 43. From the data shown therein, it can be oserved
that for both boys and girls the President is more frequently seen as
responsive than the officials at the state and local levels. Also,
there is sizeable percentage of both boy and girl subjects who were
undecided about the responsiveness of state and local officials.
This percentage is particularly large for girls in relation to the
local official (Mayor or County Commissioner).

TABLE 43

If You Wrote A Letter to the President/Governor/County
Commissioner About Something You Believed to Be Important
Would He Care About What You Had to Say? Percentage of
Responses According. to Sex

Would Care Would Not Care Don't Know
President Boys 65% 28% 7c;J

Girls 69 26 5
Governor Boys 53 15 27

Girls 58 13 30
Local Official

Boys 61 15 24

Girls 48 5 48
(Mayor or County

Commissioner)

Differences between boys' and girls' reactions to the three
political figures can also be seen in Table 43. A much larger
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proportion of boys than girls pelieve that the local official would
care about their concerns, a larger Percentag' of boys than girls
also believed that the local official would not care, and a much
smaller percentage of boys than girls felt they did not know whether
this official would care.

The findings relative to the three interview items discussed here
appear to be sonewhat inconsistent with the findings of the efficacy
reactions to three levels of gov2rnment. In reaction to the govern-
ments, the local agency was consistently chosen as better than the
Federal and state govern:ients. . However in the interviews, the
President was seen as more res':-.onsive than the Florida State Governor
or the local official - either the mayor or county comnissioners.
Furthermore, the Percentage of respondents who believed the local
official would care about their concern was smaller than the scree

percentages for the President and Governor.
The difference between the size of the interview sample (::*73)

and the survey population (I:=707) must, of course, be recognized as
an important limitation when corparing the efficacy rea-tions and
the interview responses. However, the resulting differences,
especially in 1,!gard to the Federal government and the President,
suggest that the subjects nay see the individual Federal official
(the President) as "reachable" but the more abstract and distant
Federal Government as intractable and unresponsive.

Another contrast in the results of the efficacy reactions and the
responses to the three interview items was found between urban and
rural subjects. In the efficacy reactions rural children chose the
U.S. government over the other two a much greater percentage of times
than did urban children, just the reverse was true for the local
government, and there was essentially no difference between the two
groups in the proportion of times they chose the state government.
In response to the interviews, however, high percentages of rural and
urban children felt that the President, Governor and local officials
would be responsive to the For urban children, then, the President
appears to be more tractable, or at least more responsive, than does
the governmental level he represents.

Political Trust Reactions to Federal, State, and Local Government

Perceptions of the comparative truncworthyness of Federal, state
and local governments were the central concern in this area of
investigation. The measure used here is an extension of the trust
index discussed previously in the present study. This index was
reworded so that the respondent was asked to indicate whether the
Federal, state (Florida), or local (Jac!:sonville city or Alachua
County) government: (1) has the smart;sst people; (2) does the best
job of benefitting all the people it is supposed to serve; (3) is
the most honest; (4) is least wasteful of the tax money it gets;

and (5) can be most trusted to do what is right. The foremat of
these questions can be seen in Appendix A.
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To determine which level of government was most trusted, the
percentage of times each government was chosen over the other two
was computed. The test of chi squs-e was used to determine whether
there were significant differences between the various sub groups
in their trust reactio::s to the three levels of ro-.errs ent. The
percentage of tines the c Ilre research sample chose each level of
government as 'better- than tle other two is shown in Table 44.

T.-Pil" 44

Total Group Trust Renctions to Throe Levels o Government
Percentar-e of Times L-.1c11 Level ':;as Chosen Over the Other Two

Govc-n:::_iental Level Fetleral Sta,a Local
4c-r J 3a',43

The data in Table 44 indicate that the subjects perceived the
Federal government as consider,lbly more trustworthy than either the
local or state governments, and the local Government was antarently
seen as somewhat more deserving cf trust than the state agency.

While the pattern of response for the entire research population
also holds for urban subjects, a different distribution occurred
am-lng rural children. Table 45 Presents a comparison of the percent-
age of times the urban and rural children chose the various
governments.

TABLE 45

Political Trust Reactions to Three Levels of Government
Percentage of Choices For Urban and Rural Samnies

Governmental Level Federal State Local
Urban 440 23%
Rural 50 26 2l

It can be seen in Table 45 that for rural children the local
government was least trusted, the state government was accorded
slightly more trust than the local agency, and the Federal level
was notably higher trust rating than the other two Governments.
Urban chdldren, however, rated the local government considerably
higher than tlle state government and although the Federal government
was the most fav-ed in terms of trust, the urban children appeared
to be distinctly less trusting e' the Federal agency than are rural
children.

By application of the chi square test it was found that these
rural-urLa:: differences were significant at .05 level. Therefore
the following hToothesis coneerning trust reactions to three
levels of ;overnment is rejected:

r,o significant differences exist at the .05 level
between rural and urban subjects.
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A review of boys' and girls' trust reactions to the vrious
governmental levels also shnw7, that the Federal agency : :as most
frequently chosen over the other two. Table 46 compares the
percentage of choices according to sex.

TABLE 46

Political Trust Reactions to Three Levels of Government
Percentare of Cho?:ces Accordinr to Sex

Govern.-...einal Level

Boys
Girls

Feaeral
4c,--...t,

4S

.)
c. ...- ,,-..

25%

23

Local

377,

29

The percentages, as shown in Table 46, are only slightly
different for girl and boy subjects, and when submitted to the chi
square test the diff2reaces were not found to be significant. In
regard to political trust reactions to the three levels of government,
therefore, the following null hypothesis is accepted:

No significant difference exists at the .05 level
between boys and girls.

,*hen controlling for grade level the proportion of choices
indicate, again, that the Federal government was rated most highly
in terms of political trust. There were, however, so important
differences across the grades. These differences can be seen in
Table 47.

TABLE 47

Political Trust Reactions to Three Levels of Government
Percentage of Choices According to Grade Level

Governmental Level
8th grade
7th grade
6th grade
5th grade

Federal
50%

47

50
41

State
25%
21

23
21

Local
24%
27

28

...)-R,--

The most apparent difference across the grades is the trust
reaction to local government. While fifth grade children chose
local government over the other two 38% of the time this percentage
dropped continuously to a low of only 24% for eighth grade subjects.
A reverse trend is seen in regard to the state government, but here
the differences in percentage are relatively slight. These percent-
ages range from a low of 21 to a high of 27. Also, the percentage
of times fifth grade children chose the Federal government as the
most trustworthy is decidedly lower than the percentage of tines
sixth, seventh, and eighth grade children chose this level of
govelument.

Through application of the chi square test the differences
across grade levels were determined as significant at the .C1 level.
Thus the following null hypothesis concerning political trust
reactions to three levels of government is rejected:
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No significant difference exists at the .05 level
between vlbjects in the fifth, sixth, seventh, or
eighth grade levels.

The Federal government was also riven a comparatively high
trust rating by children in the high, medium, and low I.Q. categories.
The percentage of choices by sub:-,,cts in these various I.Q. gro-2s
appears in Table 48.

TABLE 43

Trust Reactions to Three levels of Goverment
Percentage of Choices Accordinr, to I.Q. Cate7ories
Governmental Level Federal State Local

High I.Q. 53% 216 26
Medium I.Q. 49 25 27
Low I.Q. 47 2; 30

Although the data in Table 43 show that across the I.Q. levels
there is a slight decline in the Percentage of times tie ;7ederal
Government was chosen, this governmental agency was apparently seen
as constd-erably more trilstworthf, than the other two levels. And,
again, the local government was somewhat more trusted than the state
government. to significant differences vere found between these
I.Q. groups according to the chi sauare test. Thus the following
null h.-pothesis regarding trust reactions to three levels of
government is accepted:

No significant differences exist at the .05 level
between subjects in the high, medium, and low I.Q.
categories.

Somewhat similar trust reactions were also indicated by children
in the various socioeconomic strata. Table 49 shows the percentage
of zhoices according to economic group.

TABLE', 49

Trust Reactions to Three Levels of Government
Percentage of Choice According to Socioeconomic Strata

Governmental Level Federal State Local
High S.E S. 45% 21% 34%
Medium 8.E.3. 49 25 33
',ow S.E.S. 48 24 28

The percentage of choices presented in Table 49 show a Pattern
of distribution which indicates that across all three economi: =roups
there was decidedly more trust accorded the Federal governme:it than
either the state a: local govermments. Also, as in the case of most
other sub groups, subjects in all three -conomic categories rated
the local government as the second most tlustworthy agency and the
state government as that which is apparently to be trusted the least.
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When submitted to the chi scuare test the differences across
economic groups were not found to be sign;ficant. The following
null hyoothesis relative to trust reactions to the Federal, state,
and local government was, therefore, accepted:

No significant differences at the .05 level exist
between sUbjects in the high, nedium, or low
socioeconortic strata.

Positive - Nerative Reaction ;o Federal and Local Governnent
ResPonses of Tnteriew

The responses to several in-..,erview questions Provide nore data
concerning evaluative reactions to different of government.
In this case the items referred only to the Federal and local
goverments.

Two of these questions were stated as follows:*
1. In general, whct kind of job do you think the U.S. Govern-

ment in Washington, D.C., is doing?
2. In general, what kind of job do you think the Alachua

County/Jacksonville City Government is doing?
The resnonses were divided into four categories:
1. Generally Positive - good, fairly good, okay, etc.
2. Generally negative - not so good, poor, bad, they could do

better, etc.
3. Middle Reactions - so so, sometimes Good and sanetines bad,

the kind of job they usually do, etc. and
4. Don't know.
The Percentage of responses relative to the Federal (U.S.) and/

local (Alachua County/Jacksonville Citj) governments are shown in
Table 50 and 51, respectively.

TABLE 50

In general, that I.:T.2d of a job do you think the U.S. Govern-

ment in Washington, D.C. is doing? Percent of Responses
Within Vario,s CateGories - Total Interview Sample

Generally riddle Generally Don't
Positive Reactions Negative Know

45' 14, 13% 32%

*These questions appear in the interview schedule included
in Appendix A.
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TABLE 51

In general, what kind of job do you think the Alachua County/
Jacksonville City Gover=ent is doing? Percent of Responses
Within Various Cate:cries - Total Interview Slr:ple
Generally riddie Generally Don't
Positive Reactions Negative Know

P 50%

As indicated in Tables 50 and 51 a noticeably larger percentage
of children indicatt'..-: positive resl:cnses to the Federal governnent
than to the local aFency. Also, there seemed to be more uncertainty
in rerard to government at the local level than at the Federal level
as 50% and 33=1 of the responses to these respective governments fall
in the "don't know" category.

When controlling for location the largest proportion of the
responses, again, are found in the "renerally favorable" and "don't
know" categories. Table 52 presents a comparison of the Percentage
of responses for urban and rural samples in relation to both the
local and fede:al governments.

TABLE 52

In general, what kind of job do you think the U.S. Govern-
ment in Washington, D.C./Alachua County/Jacksonville City
Government is doing? Percentage of Responses According to
Location

Generally Middle Generally Don't
Federal Government Favorable Reaction liegativ2 Know

Rural 46% 15% TA 32%
Urban 43 5 19 33

Local Government
Rural 29 12 LI 54
Urban 38 3 14 46

The data in Table 52 appear to indicate that within both urban
and rural samples the Federal government is more highly regarded
than the local government. These groups also indicated a considerable
amount of uncertainty regarding ti'e kind of job the two governments
are doing as evidenced by the large percentage of "don't know"
responses. The greater uncertainty, however, appears to be in
reaction to local government as the percentage of "don't know"
responses concerning this government were considerably larger than
the corresponding percentages relative to the Federal level.

The percentages of the various responses according to sex are
compared in Table 53. In this table the pattern of responsE is
generally similar to that of the total, rural, and urban interview
samples. Again, for both sexes the percentage of generally favorable
reactions to the Federal government was higher than the percentage of
favorable reactions to local government.
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TABLE 53

In general, ..,mot kind of job do you think the U.S. Government
in Washinr:ton, D.C.Alachua County/Jacksonville City Government
is doing? Percent of Responses Accord ins* to Se::

Genenally 1:iddle Generally Don't
Federal Government Favorable Response Negative Know

Girls )
r.."

'.)7 -15% 8% 25%
Boys 37 5 18 39

Local Government
Girls 35 10 3 52
Boys 31 5 16 48

Also, as in the previous cases, the percent of know"
response was considerably larger in reference to government at the
local level than at the Federal level. Boys and girls differed
little in regard to local government, but in the ratings of the
Federal government girls were apparently more favorably disposed
than are boys.

The following interview items were also used to gain further
information about the respondents' reactions to local and Federal
governments.

*1. Can-you name something you think the U.S. Government in
Washington, D.C. is doing that is very good? (If yes, what?)

2. Can you name somethin, you think the Alachua Coun:y/
Jacksonville City government is doing that is very good?
(If yes, what?)

3. Can you name something you think the U.S. Government in
Washington, D.C. is not doing very well? (If yes, what?)

4. Can you name some thing you think the Alachua County/
Jacksonville City government is not doing very well?
(If yes, what?)

A comparison of the percentage of respondents who named and did
not name something -good" about the Federal government's performance
-d the percentage of subjects naming something "good" .n reference
-e their local government are compared in Table 5k-.

TABLE 5k

-an you name something you think the U.S. Government in

Washington, D.C./Alechua County/Jacksonville City Government
is doing that i:: very good? Percentage of Respondents
Naming and Not Naming Something "Good" - Total Interview

Federal Government
Local Government

Named Did riot Name

53% 47%
40 60

*See interview schedule Appendix A.
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This comparison show that positive co rents regarding the
performance of the Federal government are more readily elicited
than arc similar remar::s relative to local government.

The "good' things named by the respondents in reference to the
Federal government ranged widely. However, a few groups of generally
similar comments did emerge. Fifteen children, or 19 of the total
interview sample, named helping giving us help, or just
"helping" as something good being done by the Federal government.

Seven children, or 9; of the total, made resnonses which indi-
cated that the goverment was doing a good job in the Viet Name
War. Other comrents included the following:

... three praising the Federal government for welfare (5%)

... two stating that the Federal co ernment was doing a
good job of keeping lau and order M)

... two naming the Federal Housing Program as a good thing.

(3%)
... twelve miscellnneous comments which included such things

as: fighting, pollution, getting job:, for people,
keeping schools running well, and helping with peace and
freedom (15%).

When controlling for location, amain the percentage of subjects
naming something good is considerably higher in response to the
Federal Government than to the local government. These percentages
are shown in Table 55.

TABLE 55

Can You Name Something That You Think the U.S. Government
In Washington, D.C./Alachua County/Jacksonville City
Government Is Doing That is Very Good?
Responses For Urban and Rural Subjects

Percentage of

Named
Federal Government

Did Not Name

Rural 51% 49%
Urban 54 46

Local Government
Rural 44 56
Urban 35 65

In Table 55 it can be seen that for both urban and rural groups
the percentages of response to the Federal Government are ouite
similar, however, the difference between the percentages of positive
responses relative to the two governments is somewhat larger for
urban subjects than for rural subjects. Apparently, these urban
children, are considerably more aware of the good things the
Federal Government does tlan the good performed by their city
government.

A commarison of buys and girls' responses, presented in Table
56, a'so shows that for both sexes there are more responses about
the good performance of Federal Government than of 7-Neal government.
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The major difference in boys' and girls' responses was in regard to
Federal Government. The percent of girls naming something good was
notably higher than that percentage for boys.

TABLE 56

Can You Name Something You Think the U.S. Government
In Washington, D.C./aachun County/Jacksonville City
Government Is Doing That Is Very Good? Percentage of
Responses According to Sex

Ea:rled

Federal Government
Boys 47%
Girls 58

Local Government
Boys 38
Girls 41

Did 1:ot .1:ame

53%
42

62
59

The good things named in reference to the local government also
ranged widely. But here too some general categories emerged. The
largest of these was helping the pool and/or needy. This was named
by six children, 8% of the total interview sample. Five children,
6% of the total, simply stated that the local government "helped
people" and there was no specific reference to the typ' of help
given. The remainder of the comments included:

... two references to the local government helping to provide
housing (3%)

... two praising the local government for fighting pollution

(3%)
... two named helping the unenployed as that which is good (3%)
... another two referred to maintainance of tne local areas as

good (3%)

... and the remaining seven indicated miscellaneous responses,

such as helping people in Black schools, keeping people
healthy, working hard, and bpending money on recreation.

Criticisms of the Federal and local governments were not as
numerous as statements of praise. Although large percentages of the
interviewed children indicated that they could not name anything
good regarding the Federal and local governm.nts, neither could
,iany children state a specific criticism. The percentages of children
1,ho named and did not name something the Federal and local governments
were doing well are shown in Table 57, page 79.

A comparison of the percentages of rural and urban subjects
citing criticisms is presented in Table 58. From the data in this
table it can be seen that although the percentages of children stating
criticisms of the Federal agency are considerably higher than the
corresponding percentages regarding the local governments, the only
rather sizeable percentage of criticise relative to either govern-
mental level came from the urban group. Ac shown in the table, 44%
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TABLE 57

Can You Name Something You Think the U.S. Government
In Washington, D.C./Alachua County/Jacksonville City
Government Is Not Doing Well? Percentage of Respondents
Stating and hot Stating Criticism - Total Interview
Sample

Federal Government
Local Government

Stated Criticism No Critician

35% 65%
8 92

of the urban children offered a criticism of the Federal Government,
only 29% of the urban sample indicated a similar response and these
dropped to 11% for the urban children and 5% for the rural children
in reference to local government.

TABLE 58

Can You Name Something You Think the U.S. Government
In Washington, D.C./Alachua County/Jacksonville City
Government Is Nc,t Doing Very Well? Percentage of

LocationResponses Accordini- to

Federal Government
Stated Criticism No Criticism

Rural 29% 71%
Urban 44 66

Local Government
Rural 5 95
Urban 11 89

When controlling for sex some notable differences are found in
the percentages of criticism relative to the two governmental levels.
Table 59 compares the percentage of boys and girls criticising and
not criticisIng the local and Federal agencies.

As shown therein neither group differed or offered much criticisr
of local government, but these percentages increased sllarply in regard
to the Federal Government. And, in comparison to the girls, an
especially large percentage of male respondents stated a criticism of
the Federal Government.

The nature of the criticisms were quite varied. However, sev=!ral
general area of common concern were found. In the largest of these
six children, 8% of the total sample, charged the government with
making tuxes too high. four respondents, 5% of the total, made
general statements simply stating that the Federal Government wa.
"doing wrong." Mishandling money was indicated by three child:en
(4c"1°1 . The same number indicated that there was not enough beint,
done about the war (4%) and another three (4%) said there was not
enough being done about pollution. The remainder (10%) named a
variety of miscellaneous criticisms which included such things as:
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TABLE 59

Can You Name Something You Think the U.S. Government
In Washington, D.C./Alachua County/Jacksonville City
Government Is 17,ot Doing Well? Percentage of Responses
According to Sex

Stated Criticism
Federal Government

No Criticism

Boys 47% 53%
Girls 23 77

Local Government
Boys 8 92
Girls 8 92

not providing housing for the poor, not doing anything about unem-
ployment, not sending food to starving people, and not fixing up
the towns.

In relation to local government a total of only six children,
8% of the interview sample offered criticisms. These included:
not helping people, not stopping pollution, simply "doing nothing,"
and allowing electricity rates to be raised.
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PART i - SU:2:13Y, C2NCLU.3.1C,F,3, ANI.)

In the present inv2ti.,aticn, answers to the followin4 two re-
search questions wire sou-7ht:

1. What is th:: nature of the basic pcitica: orien-
taton of !'lack d entary school chiliren in
northern 1-1crida:

2. Within this nonl:latfcn cf chi7dren what differ-
ences appear in the nolitical crientati(n: of
those fr :s rural ani :,scan area,, 1(.y:

and tho;:e in vardouL 1.2, socioeccnomic, and
grade levels:

The following seven arc as of political olient_Aion were the foc-
us of this study:

1. political efficacy
2. political trst
3. image of the government
L. image of the President
5. image of the policeman

6. efficacy reactions to Federal, state, and local
levels of government

7. trust reactions to Federal, state, and local
levels of government

The first five of the above areas were selected as determiners
of basic political orientation. These areas were chosen because of
their theoretical significance and because they had been widely used
in politicial socialization studies of children.

The trust and efficacy reactions to the I'ederal, state, and
Meal governments were use,3 tc determine which of these governments
was viewed most favorably by the children surveyed in the present study.

Hypotheses

The following hypotheses were tested in this study:
1. No significant differences exist between rural and

urban subjects in all areas investigated (poli-
tical efficacy, Political trust, images of the
President, the policeman, and the government, and
efficacy and trust ratings of three levels of
government).

2. No significant differences exist between child-
ren in the various grade levels in all areas in-
vestigated.

3. No significant differences exist between boys and
girls in all areas investigated.

4. No significant differences exist between children
who fall within various I.Q. levels in all areas
investigated.

5. No significant cilf'ererces exist between children
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from varirus so2icescrcm'c strata in all areas,
of investi-aticn.

Ar analysis of variane teshnlque was used to test the differ-
ences relativo to tru-t effisa,:y, and images of the g.overn-
ment, an i :he te:t of csi square was used to
determine t':e dlfrrence in ..rust and effieacy reac-
tions tc three 1 ev._2: of gcv-r2s-ent. In all of these tests the .0
level of protatility wa- us,_1 a., the criterion of significance.

Procedaros

the s:_u:y were 7J7 children in :rades
five throuTh ei:ht. sam.C)e was cLspris..] of 28: children randm
ly selected frLr. rural schools in Alachua County, Florida and 42L.
urban children randomly :elcted from schools located in the city
of Jacksonville, Florida.

The instrint administered to the total research population
was a paper and pencil survey which included indexes of: polfLtical
efficacy, Political trust, the images of the government, the Prost-
entand policeman, efficacy reactions to three level:: of government,

and trust reactions to t:.ree levels ,f government. The first five
indexes (political efficacy, political trust, and :he images) were
modeled closely after similar indexes used widely in previous poli-
tical socialisation studies. The scale: used to measure efficacy and
trust reactions to three levels of government were extensions of the
political trust and efficacy indexes noted above. These indexes
were reworded to ask resnondents which level of government ( state,
local, or Federal) was most trustworthy and responsive to the people.

A follow up i,iterview of 73 children was also conducted. This
was done to gather further data relative to the areas of political
orientation dolt with in this study. The interview items were based
on similar questions used in prior investigations of children's
political Orientation.

Findings

General. Positive - :Tegative Orientation
Amonj this study's subjects, generally negative political

orientations were found to prevail.
In terms of Political efficacy a large majority of the subjects

sun -!(.1 indicated medium to low levels of efficacy while only 10c;
of total sample indicated high levels of efficacy. Furthermore,
the percentage of children in the high efficacy range tended to
decrease from the fifth to the eighth grades while the percentages in
the low efficacy range increased across these grades. When compared
with children involved in similar studies the subjects of the present
research indicated generally lower levels of efficacy. This was the
case in regard to both Flack and modal children who were the subjects
of other investigations.

Levels of political trust among the present research popu-
lation also tended to be low. The proportion of children in the high
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trust catog,:ry rang.: fren s.-vent.sn t' twhty - thr-se per c-nt :sress
the fifth th-cuf. righth :n the trust categcry
rarge was fr,m ninst:,en tc thirty - four r-r cent and the 7.edium
category ran:el aorta - t(. fifty - seven nor cent.

When cor.paY.-1 tc zhilren in a si7i.h.r study, the pre-
sent subjects in1set:1 gen.ra:ly sr.ilar levels of trust. Hc:.ev.sr,
in the ccmr...rison :tu_iy a :on:i rdy lar7er percntag( cf fifth
and sixth gr-le chi iren hi:h levels of trust than did the
fifth and si:..th gris you::ters cf the Present invescig,ation. Ant,
accor,iing to data cncernins- the political trust levels of al
childrtn, subjects if the prest_nt study are decide :_4 less truct'ng
by coarison.

ihe subjects surveyid here indicat'd gen.sr'iliy negative
reaction: in recpcnse to both the imags: of the jovernment of the
Presidcnt. With very few exception_ the various cub groups within the
research population obtained mean scores on the image of the govern-
ment and President indexes which reflected negative reactions to
these two political objects.

The only exception to the trend of generally negative atti-
tudes was in rsaction to the polices an. The various .atb grout) no% .

scores on the image of the policeman ind:x nearly all imitated
positive rather than negative evaluations.

Efficacy And Trust :.eactions To ;e-ra] , :tate, An Local Government
Of the three level:, of government, the locl level was most

frequently chosen as that agency which Pest fosters and sustains the
citizen's efforts to be politically efficacouc. With one exception
the various sub groups ; rural, urban, boys, girls, grade, I.Q. and
socioeconomic levels, chose the local government a greater percent-
age of times than the Federal or state agencies. Only the low I.Q.

groin chose another government (Federal) as frequently as the local
government. And, in this regard, the state government was least
frequently chosen by this research population.

In contrast to the efficacy reactions, the Federal agency is
apparently seen as the most trustworthy of the three governments.
All of the various sub groups dolt with in the study chose the Fed-
eral government a considerably greeter Percentage of times than
either of the other :evels. The local government was accorded some-
what more trust than the state government except by seventh grade,
eighth grade, and rural sub samples.

Differences According To Various Sub Groups
In regard to political efficacy, political trust, image of

the government and image of the President, no significant differences

were found according to location. Thus, for these areas of investi-
gation, the null hypotheses regarding the differences between urban
and rural subject: were accepted. However, the null hypotheses
concerning urban and rural differenes relative to the image of the
policeman, und efficacy and trust reactions to three levels of gov-
ernment, were rejected. Urban children were significantly more posi-
tive in their rating of the policeman than were rural children.
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In their efficacy reactions a considerat2y neater percentage o.''

urban children favor-a the lo-al government than did rural children
and the r...verse was true in relation to the Federal go7eri-nent.

r
Efficacy reactions to the state government differed little for the
two groups.

In their trust reactions to the levels of government, the
Federal level was rated the highest by both groups, but 'LI Percent-
age of times rural subjects chose the Federal government cv2r the
other two 'ei2 considerably larger than tha-. percentage for the

urban sample. Also, the urban group chose the local gover nment =,

I

notably greater P2rcenta,-...e of the time than did rural children.

There ',:as little difference between the groups in their reaction
to government at the state level.

1 Sex Differences

No significant differences were found between toys and girls

1

in mean scores on the Political efficacy, political trust, and image
of the government indexes, or in their efficacy and trust reactions
to three levels of government. For 'hese areas of investigation,
therefore, the null hypotheses regardfng sex differences were accep-

1
bed.

Only in regard to the images of the President and the police-
manwere there zfgnificant differences between boys and girls. In

I

both cases the girls indicated distinctly or C positive attitudes
toward these figures than did the boys. The null yhpotheses regard -
ing sex di",-rences in ratings of the policeman and the President

Iwere, 'herefore, rejected.

Grade Level Differences

No significant differences across grade levels were deter -

mined in political efficacy, political trust, or in trust reactions
to three levels of government. For these areas of invectfgation the
null hypotheses concerning grade level differences were accented.

i

However, the null h:pothezes concerning grade level differences
regarding the images of the government, President, and policeman and
efficacy reactions to three levels of government were rejected. In

I

reaction to the policeman and the ,overnment, mean rating scores
reflected a sharply increasing negative view across the fifth through
eighth grade groups. Reaction to the President was not so consistent,
however. Here the most positive image occured among the fifth grade
sample and the least positive image was indichced by the sixth grade
sample. The seventh grade children were considerably more positive
in their view of the President than were the sixth grade children, but

f
seventh graders were less positive than fifth grade children. The
eighth grade sample w7.7-71ightly less positive in their view of the
President than was the seventh grade sample.

IIn their trust reactions to three levels of govei-ment the
1 percentage of times the local government was chosen over the other

two dropped continuously from the fifth through eighth grade. And,

I

although the Federal government was most frequently chosen as the
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most trust.:orthy agency, fifth graders chose this level of govern-

ment a decidedly smaller Percentage of the time than did children
the other three grades.

I.Q. Differences

Children in the high. medium, and low I.Q. categories did not
differ significantly in their mean .,cores on the efficacy and image
of the President indexes nor in their trust reactions tee, tlesee 'ev-
els of government. = or thes: areas of investigation, then, the null
hypotheses regarding differences according to l.q were accepted.

Significant differences were fcund among children in the var-
ious I.q. gieups in their Pslitical trust their 1-.ages of
the policeman and govern-rent, and in their efficacy reactions to local,
Federal, and state goveimment. Thus for these areas of investigation
the null hypotheses regarding differences according to I.Q. level
were rejected.

In regard to polifi^f.i trust, it was found that children in
the high group indicated a comparatively high level of trust but
this level drooned sharply and continuously across the medium and low
I.Q. groups.

Differences between I.Q. groups on the usage of the government
and the image of the policeman index were unusually similar in pattern.
Children in the high category obtained mean scores which indicated
an exceptionally more Positive reaction to the policeman and the gov-
ernment than did the mean scores of children in the other two groups.
Also, the mean scores dropped continuously and dramatically across the
medium and low I.a. levels.

In their efficacy reactions "co three levels of government, the
percentage of time: local government was chosen increased consider-
ably from :he low to high I.Q. groups w'rile the Percentage of times
the Federal agency was chosen decreased sharply from the high to low
levels. There were only slight differences in the percentage of times
the three groups chose the state government.

Differences According To Socioeconomic Strata

No significant differences were found between children in the
three socioeconomic strata in their political trust levels, their
images of the President, government, and policeman and their trust
reactions to three levels of government. For these areas the null
hypotheses relative to differences according to socioeconomic strata
were accepted.

Only in regard to political efficacy and efficacy reactions
to three levels of government was there a rejecticn of the null
hypotheses concerning differences between socioeconomic groups. The
high socioeconomic group indicnted a much higher degree of efficacy
than either the medium or low groups.And in their efficacy reactions
to the various governmental levels the socioeconomic groups differed
most in the percentage of times they chose the Federal and local lev-
els. The percentage cf times children in the high socioeconomic
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strata chose the Fe:ieral government over the other two was extreme-
ly low in comparison to the same percentages for those in the med-
ium and low sccioe2cnonic categories. There was also a notable diff-
erence in the persentag of times each group chose the local gov-
ernment. Here ths greateot percen-:age vas reccraed for children in
the upper socioeconcmic strata ani these percentages drozped rather
sharply across the medium and low groups. There was essentially no
difference in tne various group reactions to the state government.

Conclusions

Political Efficacy

Two of the present study's findings relative to political
efficacy run counter to the results of previous investigations.
First, it was found that the levels of efficacy indicated by the
older children were no higher than the levels indicated by the
younger children. This finding is contrary tc those of every other
study which has delt with political efficacy of similar age subjects.
Regardless of race it has been found repeatedly that the level of
efficacy rises among the older groups of children.-3

Another finding of the present study which conflicts with the
results of prior investigations is in the relationship of intelli-
gence and efficacy. Although these prior investigations have all
delt with modal children, it has been found that high intelligence
is positiiely related to high efficacy. By contrast, there were no
significant differences in the efficacy levels of this study's high,
medium, and low I.Q. groups.

It has been argued that the more intelligent child, that is;
the child with the higher I.Q., is more able to understand his
surroundings and hence is more likely to believe he can influence
his environment. It has also been argued that political efficacy
is a norm to be learned and intelligent children are more likely to
learn it.`'4 While these arguments may explain the results of prior
studies focused on the modal child, they do not hold for the child-
ren of the present study. Of the three I.Q. groups surveyed here,
those in the low category indicated higher efficacy.levels (though
not significantly higher) than did subjects in the high and medium
I.Q. categories.

The generally low levels of efficacy reflected by the pre-
sent research population are probably best explained in terms of
economic deprivation. In a comprehensive study of American school
children, Coleman found that youngesters from low economic levels
were less likely to feel they could control their environment than
those from high economic levels.-*5 2revious studies concerned with
the political efficacy levels of children have also found that those
from low socioeconomic backgrounds perceive themselves and their
families as having comparatively little say in or control over the
government.40
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Since a large majority of the present resear(' population came
from families where the breadwinners held low income jobs it seems
reasonable to conclu-2.2 that economic depravation had an important eff-
ect on the efficacy levels cf these childr-m. This conclusion is
strengthened by the fact that the only significant difference in eff-
icacy levels of the Present research population occured across socio-
economic croups. Cniliren in the to socioeconomic group were the low-
est in efficacy level, ther,:. was a moderate increase in efficacy
among children in the medium economic category, and the level of eff-
icacy increased dramatically among those in the upper socioeconomic
strata.

A serious implication of these findings is that the prospects
of increasing levels of efficacy among the present research popula-
tion appear unlikely. As these children actually indicated a de-
crez_se in efficacy across the fifth through eighth grades, it would
seem that maturity has ,if anything, the effect cf diminishing
feelings of efficacy. Also, if the low feelings of efficacy are the
result of economic deprivation, the efficacy levels of thes..i_ child-
ren are unlikely to change unlesstheir economic level moves sharply
upward. Given the evidence re,arding the upward mobility of Blacks
in our society a significant rise in their collective economic sta-
tus seems unlikely to come for years to come.

Political Trust

The subject: of the present study were found to indicate low-
er levels of Political trust; than either the Bl,ck or modal children
who were subjects of similar investigations. This finding lends some
weight to the assertion that over time Black children have become
increasingly ne7ative in their political outlook, especially in terms
of political trust. In a survey of political socialization research
dealing with Black children, Abramson has noted that the studies con-
ducted prior to 1967 found these children indicating generally high
levels of political trust - as high or higher than White children.-7
After 1967, Abramson notes, various researchers found that the level
of trust for Black youths was much lower than that for White children.
Although the present investigation did not include a comparison of
political trust levels by race, these levels tended to be low for the
youngsters surveyed here - as low as those reported in a recent in-
vestigation of Black children from the North. Thus the present inves-
tigation, by providing no contrary evidence, lends a degree of sup-

* In section II of this report it was pointed out that over 9O of the
occupations listed for the parents of this research population were
of the low skill - low income types. By using Hollingshead's system
of determining' socioeconomic status on the basis of occupation and
education, three socioeconomic levels were identified, but the num-
ber of subjects in the upper and middle levels totaled only thirty -
two and eighty - eight respectively.
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port to Abramson's contention that political mistrust appears to be
growing among Black youth.

The only significant differences in the political trust levels
of the children surveyed in this study was between the various I.Q.
groups. The level of trust was comparatively high for those in the
high I.Q. category, but these levels diminished sharply and contin-
uously across the medium and low I.Q. groups. As there are no prior
impirical data relating int2ligence to feelings of political trust,
the present finding is difficult to explain. Logically it could be
argued that intelligen't, persons are discriminating and, therefore,
are less likely to see politicians as dishonest. However, it might
also be argued that those with lower intelligence might be incap-
able of finding fault with their political leaders and their ultim-
ate trust levels would tend to he high. Obviously, further data
regarding intelligence and political trust are needed before more
refined, conclusions can be drawn relative to this concern.

Image Of The Government

The present research population indicated generally negative
reactions to the government. With few exceptions the mean scores on
the image of the government index were closer to the negative rather
than the positive end of the rating continuum.

Among the grade level sub samples fifth grade children obtain-
ed mean scores on the government index which indicated a generally
positive view of the government. However, there was a rapid and
statistically significant decline in these scores across the grades.
This result suggests that as they mature, the subjects of this
study become increasingly aware of the negative aspects and harsh
realities of governmental affairs.

A rapid decline in the government's image also occurred
across the high to low I.Q. groups. Children in the high I.Q. cate-
gory were auite positive in their rating of the government but
there was a sharp drop in this rating for medium I.Q. subjects and
another exceedingly sharp decline for those in the low I.Q. cate-
gory. Here, too, as in relation to political trust, the children
with the higher I.Q.'s are apparently more inclined to base their
reactions on the positive rather than the negative aspects of
government.

Image Of The President

Generally negative reactions :.c) the President were also found
to prevail among the present research population. As in their reac-
tions to the government, the various sub group scores were nearly
all closer to the negative rather than the positive end of the rat-
ing continuum. The only significant diffel.ences in the rating of the
President were between boys and girls and across grade levels.

Fifth grade children rated the President relatively high,
but these ratings declined across the grade levels. This pattern of
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declining presidential i.age among the older groups of el": entary
school :'hildren ras been found te be the case in previous stLdies
with both 7:lack and White sujeotc.-8 7t would appear that for the
the younger children of both races the President is seen virtually
as a demigod but hio beccres more realistically perceived as
these youngsters mature. The imosrtant racial difference i s in the

rate cf decline, a.; previous research has shown the image of the
President to diminish much more rapidly among Black than among
White children:4;

As noted above, the Present research population showed a gen-
eral decline in the image of the President across the age grade
levels. However, when controlling for sex, e'iff,"rent patterns emerg-
ed. For fifth grade crirls the ?resident's imp2:e was quite positive,
it declined somewhat for girls in the sixth grade, then moved in-
creasingly toward the positive end of the continuum across grades
seven and eight. Eighth grade girls were slightly more positive in
their of the President than were fiftli grade girls. The pattern
for boys was much different . In the fifth and seventh grades the
boys indicated relatively positive views cf the President while
their counterparts in the sixth and eighth grades were exceptionally
negative in this regard. It is difficult to say why girls and boys
differed so widely in their views, yet these differences might be
attributed to maturity. Pecause they generally mature earlier than
boys, the girls may have formed a more "set" view of the President
and are less likely to alter that view from year to year.

Image Of The Policeman

Of the three political objects (government, policeman, and
President) rated by -his study's subjects, only the policeman was
apparently seen in a generally favorable light. All of the various
sub groups except those in the low I.Q. category obtained mean
scores on the image of the policeman index which reflected positive
rather than negative reactions.

The subjects' reactions to the policeman also differed from
their reactions to the government and the President in the number of
significant differences which occurred between sub groups. These
included significant differences between boys and girls, rural and
urban groups, those in the various grade levels, and those in the
various I.Q. categories.

In regard to urban and rural differences, urban children
obtained a mean score on the policeman's image index that was sig-
nificantly higher (more positive) than the index score for rural
children. This findin6 is somewhat surprising in that during the
two years prior to the time this study was carried out, the Jack-
sonville police End Black Jacksonville residents had been in a num-
ber of confrontations several of which resulted in the city's mayor
declaring curfews in the neighborhoods where the "disturbances" had
occurred. Such action had been taken twice a few months before this
survey was conducted. No such confrontations and/or curfews apparent-
ly occurred in the areas from which the rural subjects of this
study came.
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The negative effects of the difficulties between Jackson-
ville Blacks ana the police may, however, have been offset for the
urban children by a series of locally run television ads _whi-h show
a Black Jacksonville Policeman premoting the police department.
Also, there is a program of police public relations which involves
visits to the schools by policemen who show the children films and
discuss their duties with the youngsters. Such programs may not
only offset possible neative_ attitudinal effects buL may also
have ccntributed to the creation of positive attitudes among the
urban subjects surveyed in this study.

In regard to boys' and girls' ratings of the policeman,
girls were found to be significantly more positive than were boys.
This finding and the fact that girls were also significantly more
positive in their view of the President, suggests the' the male -
female political differences which have been determined among adults
may already be partly established in the present research popula-
tion. If this is true, these children are, perhaps, unique in this
regard as no such differences have been reported in other studies
of either Black or White children of this age.

Significant differences in the image of the policeman were
also determined across grade levels. r.ean scores on the image of
the policeman index were loler fcr children in the upper grades
than for children in the lower grades. This trend, which is con-
sistent with the findings of previous research, suggests that older
children appear to become more aware of the policeman's negative
attributes than do the younger children.

The differences in reaction to the policeman by children in
the various I.Q. groups followed patterns which were similar to
their ratings of the government. The highest ratings of the police
man were indicated by children in the high I.Q. category, these
ratings declined somewhat for the medium I.Q. group, and there was
a dramatic decline in rating among -hildren in the low I.Q. level.
This finding plus the fact that the various I.Q. groups showed
similar patterns in terms of political trust and reaction to the
President suggests that for the present research population I.Q.
may be an important factor in the quality of their relationship
with the political system.

Efficacy Reactions To Federal, State, And Local Government

In response to the various items which ask subjects to indi-
cate the level of government that best fosters and sustains effi-
cacy among the citizenry, the research population chose the local
government the greatest percentage of times, and the Federal govern-
ment was generally selected a slightly greater percentage of times
than tne state, government. The basis of the choice of local govern-
ment may be simply that the local agency is the smallest and phy-
sically closest of the three and is therefore viewed as the most
controllable and responsive to its constituents.

Three sub groups differed significantly in their efficacy
reactions: urban and rural groups, those in the various I.Q. levels,
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and those in the three socioeconomic categories.
In regard to urban and rural differences it was found that

urban children chose the local government as best a considerably
greater percentage of the time than did the rural -:hildren. The
state and Federal ]evels were A-ere chosen a somewhat greater pro-
portion of the time by the rural group than by the urban subjects.
This difference might be attriouted to the kind of nubile exposure
the Jacksonville government receive:. Jacksonville's political
officials are given a considerable a considerable amount of cover-
age in the various local news media and city council meetings are
frequently shown in their entirety on educational T.V. No such cov-
erage is afforaed the Alachua County (rural) gov,rnment although
the :local papers give, considerable space to the affairs of the
county government.

In regard to differences across I.Q. groups, it was found
that children in the high and medium categories were essentially
the same in the percentage of times they chose the various govern-
ments. However, children in the low I.Q. group chose the Federal
government a considerably greater percentage of times and the local
government a considerably smaller percentage of times than did the
two other I.Q. groups. It is possible that the children with higher

are more aware of the difficulties of reaching and affecting
the larger and more distant Federal and state agencies. It may also
be that the higher I.Q. children are more aware of the practical
economic limitations relative to their influencing and/or obtaining
a response from the Federal and state governments. As noted earlier,
even though it was possible to divide the present research popula-
tion into three socioeconomic levels using a formula involving
education and occupation, the vast majority of subjects came from
families of low economic status. The children with higher Lg.'s
may be more perceptive regarding their own economic situation and
the ultimate implications that situation has for directly affecting
governments which are more distant and inure complex than the local
unit.

Difierences between the various socioeconomic groups lay in
their efficacy reactions to the Federal and local governments. The,
percentage of times the local agency was chosen rose sharply and
continuously from the low to the high socioeconomic groups and just
the reverse was true in relation to the Feeral agency. The basis
of this finding may lie in the possibility that those in the high
socioeconomic group are much less likely to rely upcn Federal pro-
grams of assistance to meet their needs than are those from the low
economic group. As a result children in the high group may not
perceive the Federal government as particularly responsive to them.

Responses to three interview questions were also relevant to
this area of investigation. These questions were: If you wrote a
letter to (1) the President, (2) the governor, (3) the mayor/ county
commissioner, would he care about what you had to say? Overall, the
percentage of respondents who believed the President would care
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was larger than the correspcndin7 percentage3 for either the ge,'ern-

or or local officials. It would seem, given the generally favorable
efficacy reactiJns to local government, that the local official
would have been perceived as the politicl fijure most likely to
care about the respc,ndent's letter. Instead, the percentage of res-
pondents who believed the local official "would care" was even come-
what less than that percentage for the bovernor. Apparently, for
these children, the individual official may be seen as responsive
even though the governmental level he represents is not.

Trust F-,actions To Three Levels Of Government

In contrast to efficacy reactions, it was the Federal govern-
ment that was chosen as the most trustworthy of the three agencies in
vestion. Every sub group within the research population chose the
Federal government a greater percentage of times than the local or
state governments.

Differences in trust reaction were found between rural and
urban groups and across grade levels.

Rural children chose the Federal government a notably greater
percentage of times than did the urban group, and urban children
chose local government a considerably greater percentage of times
than did their rural counterparts. are!' was little difference in
regard to state government.

It is possible that for the rural children the visibility of
the Federal government via the various media and the relatively
little exposure of the local and state governments contributes to
a more favorable reaction to the Federal level.

Exposure by the media may also bJ a factor contributing to
the comparitively high percentage of times the local government was
chosen by urban children. It was pointed out previously in this dis-
cussion that Jacksonville's political affairs receive broad coverage
by the local media and this may have some degree of positive effect
on the urban childrer's trust of local government.

In regard to differences across grade levels, it was found
that the percentage of times the local government was chosen de-
crEased markedly and continuously across the fifth through eighth
grades. Another sharp difference occurred in reaction to the Feder-
al government. The percentage of times fifth grade children chose
the Federal unit was considerably smaller than the corresponding
percentages for sixth, seventh, and eighth graders. For this research
sample it appears that the trust credited to local government dimin-
ishes as the child matures while the trust of Federal government
tends to increase along the age dimension.

Implications For The Public School

An Educet5.onal Need

In the introduction of this report it was pointed out that the
present, study was designed for two purposes: (1) to describe and com-
pare the political orientations of fourth through eighth grade Black
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children from a raral and an urban setting of northern Florida; ani
(2) to use the findinc7s of this research to determine whether a heeC
for political edu.:atien prci,ram: exists.

The findings - the description;, and comparisons - have been
delt with h?re, but these do not of themsslves determine the need
for approp:iate school pro ram.;. Such determinations are essentially
value jud,:ments based on a complsx of philosophical positions re-
garding the purposes of education and the ruation:hia of the school
to the political system. In this regard, then, the interpretations,
conclusions, and recommendations presented below are primarily ex-
pressions of the present writers philosophies.

If the position taken is that schools should strive to per-
petuate the society's political system through programs designed to
instill positive attitudes toward and an appreciation for that sys-
tem, then the negative orientations found to prevail among the child-
ren surveyed in the present research have defined an educational
need.

To meet that need it might be argued that bigger and better
programs of instilling positive attitudes are required. However,
con,:erted efforts to instill supportive political attitudes are
questionable in that such endeavors contravene some of the princi-
pal tenets on which the political system is supposed to be based,
namely: freedom of choice and open consideration of societal issues.
Furthermore, the sociopolitical realities of Black children's lives
seem likely to negate the intended effect of programs designed to
"sell" the system regardless of the enthusiasm with which such pro-
grams are rendered. In this regard, Cleary has pointed out that the
school's efforts to present an idealized view of the political sys-
tem to young children may well lead to overreaction when they mat-
ure and become exposed to a more realistic view of American poli-
tics.)0 Cleary also asserts that such overreaction may be espec-
ially likely for members of minority groups. As youngsters, Cleary
notes, those from minority groups are taught to believe that equality
of opportunity and equal rights before the law are taken for granted
in the American society. As adults, however, they are likely to suf-
fer ineauities brought on by prejudice and discrimination. Exper-
iencing such inequities, Cleary contends, may well lead to the poli-
tical disillusionment which has been found to be an important under-
lying cause of ghetto riots.

Assuming, then, that programs designed to instill po,itive
attitudes are both undesirable and unlikely to be effective, it
might be argued, and often is in such cases, that the negative poli-
tical orientations cf the children studied here are simply no concern
of the school. Such a stance, however, ignores the possible nega-
tive implications of a situation in which major segments of the soc-
iety differ widely in their aolitical orientations. As Greenberg has
pointed out:

Other things being equal, the degree of
stability or instability in a political
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syste ir dire:-Lly proportional to the
distribution of supp-rtive attitudes
non: it: m-,::::-r:.

Furthermore, those who are pr:rar!ly negative in their political
orientati:ns may wl:i 1.?C.7.:, pc.:ii27.11y apathetic ani/or alienate.t.

The apath,:tic hre politioily crippl,d. Throuch their anathy they
relinquizh any politic-.1 p(wer or "ontrol th.-y may have realized,
and as a re:..;lt aro controll,,i in political matter.T.

The alienated are, c' ,he other hand, likely to be act've or
potential enemies of the political s'.,Ftem." Given the history of
social and political injusti:e: suffere'l by I--lack people the likely-
hood of their alienation is nether zurpri,inc nor u;ju.:tifiahle.
However, if sueh alienation is man:f..:ted :In acts which are per-
ceived a: threats to the political values of the dominant culture,
serious conflicts and social upheaval are likely to re:ult.

Hot only are these undesirable ,:onsquenccs of major societal
differences in political orientation, but in lioit of the power the
dominant culture is able to muster it would appear that an/ minority
which chooses to conflict with that culture jeopardises rather than
enhancer its chances of achieving desired political outcomes.

Thus it is con-luf:cd by this writer that the results of the
present study do in fact define an elueational need. As noted pre-
viously, this need is not to change i,lack children's nerative poli-
tical attitude: to positive ones but to pJvide programs that help
both young Idacks and Whites become aware of the promise and the
failure: of our political system. such programs should also holp
children to define their own political goals, to become aware of the
political coal conflicts which occur in a pluralistic society, and to
help them reek solutions to political problem:, through open and hon-
est forms of inquiry.

Obviously, the extension of th s, general recommendations
into a substantive plan for political education is beyond the .7,CODC

of this report. However, the extension and ultimate implementation
of experimental program based on these renommendations is viewed by
this writer as an apprc late means of dealing with the political
education need defined here.
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APPENDIX A - RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS

QUESTIOhNAIRE AND INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
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VII VIII

CODE

I 1 2 II 1 2 III

V

IV 1 2 3

VI
VII
VIII

Please Print
Your name
Your address

Your school
Your grade in school (circle one 4 5 6
I am a (circle one) boy girl

(Efficacy)
1. What happens in the government gill happen no matter what people

do. It is like the weather, there is nothing people can do
about it.

7 8

Don't know

1. YES 2. yes 3. no 5. NO

El No opinion
[I] I I

2. There are some big powerful men in the government who are running
the whole thing and they do not care about us ordinary people.

Don' know
1. YES 2. yes 3.

No 0 on

4. no 5. NO

3. My family doesn't have any say about what the government does.

2. es 3.

Don'

1. YES 4. no 5.

No opinion 0
4. I don't think people in the government care much about what

people like my family think.
Don't know

3. 0
No opinion

1. YES 2. yes

f---1

NO

4. no 5. NO
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5. Citizens don't have a chP-rice to say what they think about
running the government,

Don't know

1. YES 2. yes 3.

0 No opinion

(Trust)

4. no 5.

U
No

6. Do you think that
A. hardly any people in the government are crooked
B. not very many people running the government are crooked
C. quite a few people running the government are crooked.

7. Do you think people in the government
A. don't waste very much of the money we pay in taxes
B. waste some of the money we pay in taxes
C. waste a 16; of the money we pay in taxes.

8. How much of the time do you think you can trust the government
to do what is right?
A. only some of the time
B. most of the time
C. just about always.

9. Do you think that
A. almost all the people running the government are smart

people who usually know what they are doing
B. of those who run the government: there are about as many

people who do not know what they are doing as there are
smart people who do know what they are doing

C. most of the people running the government don't seem to
know what they are doing.

10. The government is run for the benefit of
A. all the people
B. most people
C. a'few powerful groups of people.

(Image of the Government)
Think of the government as it really is. Circle the answer which
best describes what you think.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
11. The govern- The govern- The govern- The govern- The govern-

ment never ment almost ment same- ment often ment always
makes mis- never makes times makes makes mis- makes nis-

i takes. mistakes. mistakes. takes. takes.
1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

12. The govern- The govern- The govern- The govern- The govern-
ment would ment would ment would ment would ment would
always help almost always sometimes seldom help never want
me if I help me if I help me if me if I to help me if
needed it. needed it. I needed it. needed it. I needed it.
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I

1.

13. The govern-
ment always
makes impor-
tant deci-

sions.
1.

14. The govern-
ment can
punish any-
one.

1.
15. The govern-

ment always
protects me.

2.

The govern-
ment almost
always makes
important
decisions.

2.

The govern-
ment can
punish al-
most anyone.

2.

The govern-
ment almost
always pro-
tects me.

3.

The govern-
ment some-

times males
important
decisions.

3.

The govern-
ment can
punish some
people.

3.
The govern-
ment some-
times pro-
tects me.

4.

The govern-
ment seldom
mikes impor-

tant deci-
sions.

4.

The govern-
ment can
punish only
a few people

4.

The govern-
ment seldom
protects me.

5.

The govern-
ment never
mires impor-
tant deci-
sions.

5.

The govern-
ment can
punish no
. one.

5.
The govern-
ment never
protects me.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
The govern- The govern-The govern- The govern- The govern-
ment always ment almost ment sama- ment seldom ment never
keeps its always keeps times keeps keeps its keeps its
promises. its promises . its promises. promises. promises.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
The govern- The govern-The govern- The govern- The govern-
ment knows ments knows ment knows ment knows ment knows
more than more than as much as less than less than
anyone. aImostagyme.most people. most people. anyone.

(Image of the Presidert)
Think of the President as he really is. Circle the answer which
best describes what you think.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
18. The Presi- The Presi- The Presi- The Presi- The Presi-

dent is
more power-
ful than
anyone.

1.
19. The Presi-

dent works
harder than
anyone.

1.

20. The Presi-

dent always
keeps his

promises.

dent is dent is
more power- about as
ful than al- powerful
most an. )7'7.". as most

people.

3.
The Presi-
dents works
about as
hard as

most people.

3.
The Presi-
dent keeps
some of his
. promises.

2.

The Presi-
dent works
harder than
almost
anyone.

2.

The Presi-
dent almost
always keeps

his promises
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dent is
less power-
ful than
than most
people.

4.

The Presi-
dent works
less than
most people.

4.

The Presi-
dent usually

does not
keep his
promises.

dent is
less power-
ful than al-
most any-
one.

5.
The Presi-
dent works
less than
almost
anyone.

5.

The Presi-
dent almost
never keeps
his promises.



1.

21. I like the
President
more than
I like
anyone.

1.

22. The Presi-
dent never
makes mis-
takes.

1.

23. The Presi-
dent would
always want
to help me
if I needed
help.

1.

24. The Presi-
dent makes
important
decisions
all the
time.

1.

25. The Presi-
dent can
punish
anyone.

1.

26. The Presi-
dent knows
more than
anyone.

at
1.

The Presi-
dent is
always a
leader.

2.

I like the
President
more than
I like most
people.

2.

The Presi-
dent aImort
never makes
mistakes.

2.

The-Presi-
dent would
almost al-
ways want
to help me
if I needed
help.

2.

The Presi-
dent makes
important
decisions
almost all
of the time.

2.

The Presi-
dent can
punish al-
most anyone.

2.

The Presi-
dent knows
more than
almost
anyone.

2.

The Presi-
dent is
almost al-
WE s a
leader.

3.
I like the
President
about as
much as I
like most
people.

3
The Presi-
dent some-
times makes
mistakes.

3.
The Presi-
dent would
want to help
me about as
much as most
people if I
needed help.

3.
The Presi-
dent makes

important
decisions
sometimes an
sometimes he
doesn't.

3.
The Presi-
dent can
punish some
people.

3.
The Presi-
dent knows
about as
much as
most people.

3.
The Presi-
dent is
sometimes
a leader.
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4.

I like the
President
less than
I like most

people.

4.

The Presi-
dent usually
makes mis-
takes.

4.

The Presi-
dent would
seldom want
to help me
if I needed

help.

4.

The Presi-
dent seldom
makes impor-
tant
d decisions.

4.

The Presi-
dent can
punish a
few people.

4.

The Presi-
dent knows
less than
most people.

4.

The Presi-
dent is
seldom a
leader.

5.

I like the
President
less than
I like
anyone.

5.
The Presi-
dent almost

always makes
mistakes.

5.
The Presi-
dent would
not want to
help me if I
needed help.

5.
The Presi-
dent almost
never makes
important

decisions.

5.
The Presi-
dent can
punish no
one.

5.
The Presi-
dent knows
less than
anyone.

5.
The Presi-
dent is
never a
leader.



1.

28. The Presi-
dent pro-
tects me
more than
anyone.

2.

The Presi-
dent pro-
tects me
more than
most people
do.

3.

The Presi-
dent pro-
tects me
about as
much as
other
people do.

4.

The Presi-
dent pro-
tects me
less than
most people
do.

5.

The Presi-
dent pro-
tects me
less than
anyone.

(Image of the Policeman)
Think of a policeman as he really is. Circle the answer which best
describes what you think.

1. 2. 3.
29. A policeman A policeman A policeman

is more is more is about as
powerful powerful powerful as
than anyone. than almost most people.

anyone.
1. 2. 3.

30. A policeman A policeman A policeman
works harder works harder works about
than anyone. than almost as hard as

anyone. most people.

31. I like the
policeman
more than
I like
anyone.

1.

32. A policeman
always keeps
his promises

I like the
policeman
more than
I like most
people.

2.

A policeman
almost al-
.ways keeps

his promises

1, 2.
33. A policeman

never makes
mistakes.

1.

34. A policeman
would always
want to help
me if I
needed help.

A policeman
almost never
makes
mistakes.

2.

A policeman
would almost
always want
to help me
if I needed
help.

I like the
policeman
about as
much as I
like most
people.

3.
A policeman
keeps his

promises
.about as
much as
most people.

3.
A policeman
sometimes
makes
mistakes.

3-
A policeman
would help
me about as
much as most
people if I
needed help.
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4.

A policeman
is less
powerful
than most
people.

4.

A policeman
works less
than most
people.

I like the
policeman
less than I
like most
people.

4.

A policeman
usually does
not keep his
promises.

4.

A policeman
usually makes
mistakes.

5.
A policeman
is less
powerful
than anyone.

A policeman
works less
than almost
anyone.

I like the
policeman
less than I
like almost
anyone.

5.
A policeman
almost
never keeps
his promises.

5.
A policeman
always makes

mistakes.

4.

A policeman
would seldom
want to help
me if I
needed help.

5.
A policeman
would not
wrnt to help
me if I
needed help.



1.

35. A policeman
makes impor-
tant deci-
sions all of
the time.

1.

36. A policeman
can punish
anyone.

37.

1.

A policeman
knows more
than anyone.

1.

36. A policeman
is always
a leader.

1.

39. A policeman
protects me
more than

2.

A policeman
rAkes impor-
tant deci-
sions almost
all of the
time.

2.

A policeman
can punish
almost
Fulyone.

2.

A policeman
knows more
than almost
anyone.

2.

A policeman
is almost
always a
leader.

2.

A policeman
protects me
more than

3.
A policeman

makes impor-
tant deci-
sions some-
times and

sometimes
he doesn't.

3.
A policeman
can punish
some people.

3.
A policeman
knows about
as much as
most people.

3.
A policeman
is sometimes
a leader.

A policeman
protects me
about as

4.

A policeman
seldom makes

important
decisions.

4.

A policeman
can punish
a few
people.

4.

A policeman
knows less
than most
people.

4.

A policeman
is seldom
a leader.

4.

A policeman

protects me
less than

5.

A policeman
never makes
important
decisions.

5.
A policeman
can punish
no one.

5.

A policeman
knows less
than anyone.

5.
A policeman
is never a
leader.

5.

A policeman
protects me
less than

anyone pro- most people much as other people anyone.
tects me. do. other people do.

do.
(Efficacy Reactions - Three Governmental Levels)

40. The people in the government who care most about what my
family thinks are: (circle your answer)
A. those in the Alachua County/Jacksonville City Government
B. those in the state government in Tallahassee
C. those in the United States Government in Washington, D.C.

41. If my family asked for help from the government, it could most
likely get that help from: (circle your answer)
A. the United States Government in Washington, D.C.
B. the Alachua County/Jacksonville City Government
C. the state government in Tallahassee

42. Of the three governments listed below, which do you think is
most likely to give citizens a chance to say what they think?
(circle your answer)
A. the Alachua County/Jacksonville City Government
B. the United States Government in Washington, D.C.
C. the state government in Tallahassee
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43. Of the three governments listed below, which do you think is
the easiest to chance? (circle your answer)
A. the United States Government in Washington, D.C.
B. the Alachua County/Jacksonville City Government
C. the state government in Tallahassee

44. Of the three governments listed below, the one which does the
most for people like my family is: (circle your answer)
A. the state government in Tallahassee
B. the Alachua County/Jacksonville City Government
C. the United Stems Government in Washington, D.C.
(Trust Reactions - Three Levels of Government)

45. Of the three governments listed below, which do you think is
the most honest? (circle your answer)
A. the United States Government in Washington, D.C.
B. the Alachua County/Jacksonville City Government
C. the state government in Tallahassee

46. Of the three governments listed below, which do you think is
the least wasteful of the tax money it gets? (circle your
answer)
A. the Alachua County/Jacksonville City Government
B. the state government in Tallahassee
C. the United States Government in Washington, D.C.

47. Of the governments listed below, which do you think can be
most trusted to do what is right? (circle your answer)
A. the state government in Tallahassee
B. the United States Government in Washington, D.C.
C. the Alachua County/Jacksonville City Government

48. Of the three governments listed below, which do you thin,
has the smartest people? (circle your answer)
A. the United States Government in Washington, D.C.
B. the Alachua County/Jacksonville City Government
C. the state government in Tallahassee

49. Of the three governments listed below, which do you think
does the best job of benefitting all the people it is
supposed to serve? (circle your answer)
A. the state government in Tallahassee
B. the Alachua County/Jacksonville City Government
C. the United States Government in Washington, D.C.
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INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

1. In general, what kind of job do you think the President is doing?
2. Can you name something the President is doing that you think is

very good? (if so - what is it?)
3. Can you name something you think the President is not doing well?

( if so - what?)
4. If you wrote a letter to the President about something you bel-

ieved to be important, would he care about what you had to say?
5. If you wrote a letter to the governor about something you bel-

ieved to be important, would he care about what you had to say?
6. If you wrote a letter to your county commissioner/ mayor about

something you believed to be important would he care about what
you had to say?

7. Can you name something that you think the U.S.. Government in Wash-
ington D.C. is doing that is very good? (if so - what?)

8. Can you name something that you think the Alachua County/ Jackson-
ville City government is doing that is very good? (if so- what?)

9. Can you name something you think the U.S. Government in Washing-
ton D.C. is not doing well? (if so - what?)

10. Can you name something you think the Alachua County/ Jackson-
ville City government is not doing well? (if so - what?)
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